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FUEL CONVERSION IN A DUAL FLUIDIZED BED GASIFIER 
- EXPERIMENTAL QUANTIFICATION AND IMPACT ON PERFORMANCE 
Anton Larsson 
Division of Energy Technology 
Chalmers University of Technology 
SE-412 96 Gothenburg, Sweden 
Abstract 
The present work is motivated by increasing demands and political goals to establish the 
commercial production of biofuels. Dual fluidized bed (DFB) gasification is a promising route 
for the production of biofuels through synthesis. The efficiency of biofuel production is limited 
by the conversion of biomass into syngas. The goal of the present work is to contribute to the 
understanding and description of the DFB gasification process, so as to facilitate the efficient 
conversion of biomass to a syngas. Towards this goal, an evaluation procedure is proposed that 
enables a comprehensive evaluation of the fuel conversion and efficiency of DFB gasifiers. This 
procedure is used to evaluate the Chalmers 24-MWth gasifier, and it is shown that important 
parameters, such as the yield of organic compounds (OC), char conversion, oxygen transport, and 
syngas yield, can be quantified online. Further, the dynamics of the loop seals were investigate to 
quantify the steam entering the gasifier and to ensure that there is no gas leakage through the loop 
seals into the gasifier.  
To increase the fuel conversion in the Chalmers gasifier, it is investigated how individual 
changes in the level of fluidization, bed material, and layout of the gasifier affect the fuel 
conversion rate and heat demands of the process. The results obtained show that increasing the 
level of steam used for fluidization has a positive effect on the conversion of OC. However, 
increasing the level of steam also increases the heat demand of the system, and only when 
sufficient heat is available does this measure have a positive effect on the chemical efficiency of 
the process. Another way to reduce the yield of OC is to use a catalytic material. In the present 
work, catalytic metal-oxide bed materials are tested and compared with silica sand, used as 
reference. Metal-oxide materials can transport oxygen from the combustion side to the 
gasification side of the DFB system. If too much oxygen is transported, the efficiency of the 
gasifier suffers, since part of the gas is combusted. The investigation show that ilmenite 
transports too much oxygen to be used in a DFB gasifier without additional measures, while 
bauxite and olivine show good potentials with lower oxygen-carrying capacities than ilmenite 
and higher OC conversion rates than silica sand. To increase the conversion of char, a change in 
the layout of the gasifier was investigated that involved the addition of a baffle, which was placed 
across the surface of the bubbling bed in the gasifier. After introduction of the baffle, the degree 
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of char conversion was effectively increased by 8%15%, which can be explained by an increase 
in average residence time and of by forcing the char into areas with low levels of volatiles. 
Using the evaluation procedure proposed in this work, different measures that affect the 
performance of the gasifier can be assessed, and the results can be exploited to reveal the optimal 
design and operational parameters for DFB gasifiers to ensure efficient production of biofuels 
based on biomass.   
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Currenlty, the vehicle fleet in Sweden is dependent upon imported fossil fuels, and the 
consumption of these fuels contributes to emissions of greenhouse gases (mainly carbon dioxide 
(CO2)). To reduce the release of greenhouse gases, decrease dependency on imported fossil fuels, 
and secure employment levels in the energy sector, the Swedish government has set the goal of a 
fossil-free vehicle fleet in Sweden by Year 2030[1]. One of the issues addressed by the 
Government of Sweden towards the achievement of this goal is the production of renewable and 
efficient biofuels, with the condition that the production of biofuels should not compete with food 
production. Second-generation biofuels are defined as biofuels that are based on waste, rest 
products, cellulose from nonfood-based sources, lignocellulosic biomass, and algae. Biomass that 
is suitable for producing second-generation biofuels can be converted using bacteria or enzymes, 
or by means of thermochemical conversion, which includes pyrolysis, gasification and 
combustion. Thermochemical conversion is distinguished from the other processes by its ability 
to convert the lignin fraction of lignocellulosic feedstock. Given the potential for efficient 
conversion and the large available feedstock of lignocellulosic biomass, the present work focuses 
on the thermochemical conversion of lignocellulosic biomass, and more specifically, on dual 
fluidized bed gasification. To place the dual fluidized bed gasification technology in perspective, 
this section provides a general description of the thermochemical conversion of biomass into 
energy-rich intermediate products, as well as the pathways being explored towards the production 
of second-generation biofuels via gasification.  
1.1 THERMOCHEMICAL CONVERSION OF BIOMASS 
Thermochemical conversion of biomass yields a variety of intermediate products, which include 
solid-, liquid-, and gas-phase components, the distribution of which is highly dependent upon the 
process used[2]. The thermochemical conversion of biomass can be divided into three steps: 
1. Drying 
2. Pyrolysis/devolatilization 
3. Char conversion and reforming of volatile components 
Drying is a heat-requiring process in which the moisture content of the fuel is converted to steam; 
this step mainly affects the heat demand of the fuel conversion. When the temperature of the dry 
biomass is increased (to >130°C), volatile components are released as pyrolysis starts. During 
pyrolysis, the biomass decomposes into a wide range of components, which can be categorized as 
solids, liquids or gases, referring to the aggregation state of the products under ambient 
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conditions. The term pyrolysis refers to the decomposition of biomass in the absence of oxygen, 
while devolatilization refers to the release of volatile products independent of the surrounding 
atmosphere. During devolatilization, the net flow of gases is from the biomass and as such, the 
pyrolysis yields represent the yields achieved through devolatilization in the absence of gas-phase 
reactions. Therefore, the pyrolysis yields are hereinafter used to describe the second step of the 
thermochemical conversion. 
The fraction of the fuel that remains in the solid state after pyrolysis is referred to as the char. 
Char consists of a carbon-rich matrix that contains hydrogen, oxygen, and ash components.[3] 
The mixture of gas components, consiting of species that have up to three carbon atoms (C3). 
Organic components with 2 or 3 carbon atoms are refered to as CxHy throughout this work. The 
liquids consist of water (H2O) and a range of condensable organic compounds (OC). Since 
organic compounds larger than C3 are not included in the group of gases, they are defined as OC 
components and assigned to the liquids group even though some of these compounds are unlikely 
to condense under ambient conditions, making the naming of this group somewhat ambiguous. 
Hereinafter, the abbreviation OC is used to refer to all organic compounds that are not included 
in the cold gas (larger than C3), and liquids refers to OC plus H2O. Aromatic organic 
compounds (included in the OC) are commonly referred to as tar. Tar compounds condense at the 
temperatures higher than the ambient and cause problems related to fouling[4]. At high 
temperature some of the organic compounds can polymerize to form particles, which are referred 
to as soot[5]. As part of the cold gas can be used for the synthesis of a variety of products[2], it is 
referred to as syngas, which contains hydrogen (H2), carbon monoxide (CO), and CO2. Figure 1.1 
summarizes the different groups used in the present work to describe the yields from the 
thermochemical conversion of biomass. 
 
Figure 1.1: The different products from a gasifier and the groupings used to describe these products. The 
notations C2, C3, C6 (and so on) represent organic compounds with 2, 3, 6 (and so on) carbon atoms, 
respectively, and the heading  represents all component between the adjacent components.  
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Figure 1.2: Yields of pyrolysis products as a function of temperature. A) Char (Ych,F ); B) cold gas(YG,F ); 
and C) liquids (tar and H2O, Ytar,F + YH2O,F ). Adapted from Neves et al.[6] 
The yields of pyrolysis products depend on the fuel properties and operational conditions. The 
operational parameters that have the strongest impacts on product yield are the temperature of the 
reactor and the heating of the fuel. Figure 1.2 shows the typical yields of pyrolysis products as a 
function of temperature, as summarized by Neves et al.[6] for a large variety of biomasses, using 
either low heating rates (open symbols) or high heating rates (filled symbols). The yield of char 
decreases with temperature, and this trend is strongest up to a temperature of ~600°C. The yield 
of gas increases continuously with temperature, whereas the yield of liquids peaks at around 
500°C. Pyrolysis with a low heating rate yields more char and less liquid compounds than 
pyrolysis with high heating rates. Briefly, this can be explained by the dehydration of cellulose, 
which occurs mainly in the temperature range of 200°300°C, forming char and H2O at slow 
heating rates, whereas at high heating rates, this reaction does not occur to the same extent[7]. 
The finding that the yields of char, liquids, and gases are flexible opens up possibilities for 
specialized processes, (Table 1.1). For example, torrefaction processes applies a low heating rate 
and low temperatures to maximize the yield of char.[8] If liquids are the main products, it is 
beneficial to have a high heating rate and a slightly higher temperature than is used for 
torrefaction.[9] For gasification and combustion, the benefits of using a specific heating rate are 
less clear, as neither liquids nor solids are the desired fractions. 
The gas produced by thermochemical conversion of biomass can be used to produce heat and 
power or biofuels[2]. For heat and power production, the pyrolysis products are combusted, 
whereas for biofuel production, syngas is produced through gasification. The highest yield of gas 
is obtained through pyrolysis conducted at a higher temperature (>750°C) than is used for liquids 
or solids production.  
Table 1.1: Examples of processes based on thermochemical conversion of biomass 
 Torrefaction Pyrolysis Gasification Combustion 
Phase of main product Solid Liquid Gas Gas (for heat and 
power production) 
Main products Char OC H2, CO, CO2 CO2 and H2O 
Typical temperatures 200°300°C 300°600°C >750°C >750°C 
Beneficial heating rate Low High Low/High Low/High 
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Figure 1.3: Simplified production chain for second-generation biofuels using gasification. 
To increase the yield of gas beyond that obtained by pyrolysis, the char and liquids need to be 
converted in a third conversion step, which involves char conversion and reforming of the 
volatile components (as elaborated in section 1.3). For production of biofuels, the conversion 
process should be outlined to maximize the yield of syngas and the variety of biofuels, and the 
different synthetic processes place different requirements on the gas[10]. Therefore, conditioning 
of the raw gas from the gasifier is required to enable the synthesis (Figure 1.3). However, to 
minimize the complexity and investment costs for gas conditioning and losses related to by-
products, the gas composition required by the synthesis process should be considered when 
outlining a gasification process. Therefore, the following section gives a summary of the different 
synthetic processes and the requirements that they place on the gas composition prior to the 
description of the gasification process so that the reactions in the gasifier can be discussed with 
knowledge of the gas requirements.  
1.2 SYNTHESIS OF BIOFUELS  
This section gives an overview of some relevant fuel synthesis processes and the requirements 
that the different static processes place on gas quality. The biofuels considered in this work are: 
substitute natural gas (SNG); methanol (MeOH); dimethyl ether (DME); mixed alcohols; and 
Fischer-Tropsch (FT) crude. The gas requirements are summarized in Table 1.2. 
The main gas components to consider for the synthesis processes are H2 and CO, and to achieve a 
high level of efficiency in the synthetic process, the H2/CO-ratio should lie within a specified 
range. For methanol and mixed alcohol production, CO2 is required in addition to the H2 and CO, 
and for these processes the (H2-CO2)/(CO+CO2)-ratio is used instead of the H2/CO-ratio. When 
synthesizing alcohols, the concentration of CO2 should be between 48%, otherwise the reaction 
is inhibited. For the other synthetic processes, CO2 dilutes the gas so its level should be 
minimized to avoid large reactors and low yields and to prevent high concentrations the CO2 is
 
separated from the gas prior to the synthesis.  
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Gases such as nitrogen (N2) and saturated gaseous hydrocarbons [e.g., methane (CH4), and ethane 
(C2H6)] cannot be utilized in the synthetic process, and in similarity to CO2, the concentrations of 
these gases should be minimized to avoid unnecessary investment costs related to building a 
larger reactor. An exception is the SNG process, where CH4 is the main product and therefore the 
presence of a high concentration of CH4 already in the gas from the gasifier is desirable. 
Unsaturated hydrocarbons can cause deactivation of catalysts by forming carbon deposits, which 
should be avoided by hydration to saturate the molecules.  
All the considered synthesis reactors are operated at temperatures in the range of 200°430°C, 
which is considerably lower than the gasification temperature (>750°C), which means that the 
gas needs to be cooled upon entering the synthesis reactor. The low temperatures of the synthesis 
processes impose a restraint on the tar content of the gas, as the concentration must be less than 
the dew-point to avoid fouling in the gas cooling and synthesis steps. A high concentration of 
H2O should be avoided in most synthetic processes and in such a case, the gas should be cooled 
below the dew-point of H2O before reheating to attain the temperature for synthesis. In addition, 
the reactions that occur during the synthesis are generally exothermic. Together, these features 
make heat recovery and process integration important aspects of synthetic processes, the 
consequences of which are elaborated in Sections 1.4 and 1.5.  
Table 1.2 gives the main operational parameters and components based on the compounds that 
contain the elements C, H, and O. For the implementation of such a system, aspects, such as the 
presence of particles, sulfur, alkali, chlorine, and trace elements, must be considered in addition 
those listed in Table 1.2[11], both in terms of the required cleaning steps and the temperature 
required by such temperatures and how they can be thermally integrated. 
In summary, the syngas compositions required for the different synthetic processes are listed in 
Figure 1.4. The gas components considered in Figure 1.4 are H2, CO, and CO2, as they are 
desired components of the synthetic processes. The composition is here visualized in terms of 
H/C-coordinates and O/C-coordinates on molar basis (van Krevelen diagram[17]). This enables 
the consideration of the three elemental components carbon (C), hydrogen (H) and oxygen (O) 
with only two axes, and this type of plot is used throughout this work to describe differences and 
changes in the gas composition.  
The main components desired for the synthesis are CO and H2, and a mixture of these gives an 
O/C-ratio of 1, which sets the lower limit of the x-axis. If the CO2 fraction is high, as happens 
during complete combustion, the O/C-ratio tends toward the value of 2, which therefore is the 
upper limit of the O/C-ratio. The upper limit of the H/C-ratio is based on the required H2/CO-
ratio.  
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Figure 1.4: The H/C- and O/C-ratios of the syngas required by different synthetic processes (areas with 
different shades of gray) as compared with the coordinates that are typical for gas produced by pyrolysis 
of wood pellets (black area).   
Figure 1.4 shows the required syngas composition (areas with different shades of gray) and the 
typical composition of a syngas produced by pyrolysis of woody biomass in the temperature 
range of 600°840°C (black area). By comparing the composition of the syngas produced by 
pyrolysis with the syngas composition required by the synthetic processes, it becomes clear that 
an increase in the H/C ratio is required, while the O/C-ratio lies within the required range.  
EFFICIENCY OF BIOFUEL PRODUCTION 
The choice of biofuel also affects the efficiency with which the biofuel can be produced. The 
chemical efficiency of a biofuel, ηb, can be estimated based on the lower heating value as:    =   ,         , ⁄         ,   ⁄   ( 1.1   ) 
where LHV,b is the lower heating value of the biofuel, LHVC,daf is the lower heating value of the 
dry ash-free fuel, YC,b is the carbon fraction of the biofuel, and YC,caf is the carbon fraction of the 
dry ash-free fuel.  
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The yield of C in the biofuel, μC,b, can be estimated by assuming that steam is available in 
abundance during all steps of the process. Biofuel production can be described in terms of a 
global reaction based on the elemental components C, H, and O as follows:        (       ) +       →         (       ) +         ( 1.2   ) 
where α1-3 are the numbers of moles required to balance the reaction, i and j are the moles of H 
and O, respectively, related to the C in the biomass, and k and l are the moles of H and O, 
respectively, related to the C in the biomass. Then, the mass balances for C, H, and O are: 1 =    +                              , (   −        )   ( 1.3   )   = (  +    −    ) 2⁄         , (   −        )  ( 1.4   )   + 2   =                          , (   −        )  ( 1.5   ) 
Rearranging Eqs (1.31.5), the yield of C in the biofuel, μC,b,theo, can be estimated as:  
  , ,     =  4 − 2           +              4 − 2         +              ( 1.6   ) 
where (O/C)daf  and (H/C)daf are the molar ratios for the dry ash-free fuel, and (O/C)b and (H/C)b 
are the molar ratios for the biofuel. However, for a real-life process, losses coupled to the heat 
demand of the process and losses coupled to the yield of by-products should be considered. With 
derivation equivalent to that for Eq. (1.6) the yield of C in the biofuel, μC,b, can be estimated for a 
real-life process as:  
  ,  =  4 − 2           +            −     −       4 − 2         +              ( 1.7   ) 
where ϑhd is the loss-term coupled to the heat demand of the process, and ϑbp is the loss-term 
coupled to by-products that are not converted into biofuel. The loss-terms are defined as:  
   =  −∑ 4 ̇ ,  − 2 ̇ ,  +  ̇ ,    ̇ ,    = −∑  4 − 2         +            ̇ ,   ̇ ,           ( 1.8   ) 
where j = bp and hd, and i are components that are added to or removed from the process and ṅC, 
ṅH, ṅO, are the molar flows of C, H, and O, respectively. Added mass flows (such as oxygen) are 
treated as positive molar flows, while removed mass flows (e.g., a removed by-product) are 
treated as negative molar flows. These loss-terms are described further in the following sections, 
together with an explanation of how they are coupled to the reactions in a gasifier.  
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Table 1.3: Summary of the H/C-ratios and O/C-ratios used for estimations of the theoretical yields of C in 
different biofuels based on wood pellets; (O/C)daf = 0.65, (H/C)daf = 1.43,and  LHVdaf/YC,daf =38 MJ/kgC. 
 FT-O* FT-P** SNG MeOH Direct 
DME 
Mixed 
alcohols*** 
H/C-ratio 2 ~3 4 4 3 4 
O/C-ratio 0 0 0 1 0.5 0.25 
μC,b [kgC,b/kgC,daf] 0.69−   6 −    6   0.59 −     −        0.52−     −        0.69−     −        0.69 −     −        0.55−    .  −     .    
LHVb/YC,b [MJ/kgC] ~56 ~46 67 53 55 ~49 
ηb[MJb/MJdaf] 1.02−   0.16 −    0.16  0.72 −   0.13 −   0.13  
0.92−   0.19 −    0.19  0.97−   0.15 −    0.15  1.00 −   0.16 −    0.16  0.71−   0.14 −    0.14  
 
*CnH2n; **CnH2n+2; ***Example with butanol as the average. 
Equation (1.6) indicates that a high yield of C can be achieved with a biofuel that has a low H/C-
ratio and high O/C-ratio. To demonstrate how the choice of biofuel influences the chemical 
efficiency of the conversion of biomass to biofuel, an example based on wood pellets and the 
biofuels included in Table 1.3 is given here. Using wood pellets with (O/C)daf = 0.65,  (H/C)daf = 
1.43, and LHVdaf/YC,daf = 38 MJ/kgC, the yield of C in the biofuel and the chemical efficiency can 
be estimated (Table 1.3). This shows that the loss-terms have less impact on chemical efficiency 
for biofuels with high H/C-ratios and low O/C-ratios, than for biofuels with low H/C-ratios and 
low O/C-ratios. 
1.3 GASIFICATION 
This section summarizes the main reactions occurring in a gasifier that are central to heat 
production and to the conversion of by-products that are formed during pyrolysis into syngas. 
Figure 1.5 illustrates the fuel conversion steps, where Y represents the yields from pyrolysis and 
X represents the degrees of conversion. The production of gas in a gasifier is restricted by the 
degree of char conversion, Xch, and unconverted char leaves the gasifier in the form of solids. The 
composition of the volatile components formed during pyrolysis is reformed in the gas phase 
where the conversion of OC components, XOC, into syngas or CH4 is of major importance.  
To produce the heat needed to maintain the temperature of the process, part of the raw gas 
(represented as CzHvOw) or the char (represented as C(s)) can be combusted by the addition of 
oxygen:  ( ) +    →         ( R1   )        +    +    −      → ( )    + ( /2)           ( R2   ) 
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Figure 1.5: Illustration of and notations for the yields from pyrolysis (Yi) and the degrees of conversion 
(X) of OC, CxHy , and CH4. 
The loss-term coupled to the oxygen added for heat production can be estimated with a 
simplification of Eq. 1.8:      =  2 ̇   ̇ ,   ⁄   ( 1.9   ) 
where ṅO is the molar flow of oxygen, and ṅC,daf is the molar flow of carbon in the daf fuel.  
The intermediate products from the pyrolysis are converted together with CO2 and H2O into 
syngas. The char can be gasified through reactions with CO2 and H2O, and the global reactions 
can be summarized as:  ( ) +     → 2                                    ( R3   )  ( ) +     →    +                             ( R4   ) 
The conversion of OC can be summarized as the following global reaction:     +       +       →     ∗ +        +       +      +      +   ( ) +        ( R5   ) 
where α1-9 indicates the molar amount of the different components related to the OC, and OC* 
represents a changed composition of the remaining OC. The yields of the different components 
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can change with the level of conversion, the available reactants, and the presence of catalytic 
materials.  
Additional gas-phase reactions that should be considered are steam reforming of the 
hydrocarbons that are included in the cold gas, CH4 and CxHy:      +      →     +     +       ( R6   )     +     →    + 3    ( R7   )      +  /2    →     + ( /2)    ( R8   )     +     → 2   + 2    ( R9   ) 
The syngas compounds produced through reactions R1R9, as well as the syngas formed during 
pyrolysis react with steam through the water gas-shift reaction (WGSR):     +     ↔     +     ( R10   ) 
The change in the composition of the syngas due to reactions R1R10 is illustrated in Figure 1.6. 
The example shown is based on the measured gas composition from pyrolysis of wood pellets in 
a bench-scale fluidized reactor operated at 840°C. The arrows in Fig. 1.6 indicate the changes in 
the O/C- and H/C-coordinates caused by the reactions. The gas requirements for the synthesis of 
different biofuels, as shown in Fig. 1.4, are included, so as to illustrate those reactions that reduce 
the need for conditioning of the gas by changing the syngas composition in line with the gas 
requirements. In Fig. 1.6, the conversion of OC is illustrated as a striped area, as the composition 
of the syngas generated by the conversion can differ depending on whether the OC arises through 
cracking reactions or reforming reactions. However, the OC conversion generally causes an 
increase in the H/C-ratio (especially if H2O is included in the reaction). Due to the rather low 
oxygen contents of organic compounds that are thermally stable above 800°C[18, 19], the O/C-
ratio can be expected to approach the value of 1 when OC is converted through steam reforming. 
An important observation from Eq. (1.8) is that adding or removing H2O has no impact on the 
loss-factor. Thus, the vector of the WGSR can be used as a reference to indicate whether a 
change in syngas composition has a positive or negative effect on the loss-factors compared to 
the reference case (in this case the pyrolysis gas). Using the syngas from the pyrolysis as 
reference point, conversion of char, OC, CH4, CxHy or CH4 are required to yield a coordinate 
above the WGSR vector, which is associated with a decreases of the loss-factors as indicated by 
Eq. (1.8). Correspondingly, addition of oxygen or addition of CO2 (e.g. as a purge gas for the fuel 
feed) is required to yield a coordinate below the WGSR vector, which is associated with an 
increase of the loss-factor related to the heat demands.      
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Figure 1.6: Illustration of the syngas composition and the changes in syngas composition based on the H2, 
CO, and CO2 levels resulting from the reactions in the gasifier (reactions R1R10), as compared with the 
gas requirements shown in Figure 1.4.    
To achieve an appropriate composition of the syngas two steps are used in the gas conditioning 
system, which is a reactor for WGSR and CO2 separation. Note that a secondary reforming step 
can be included in the gas conditioning to reform the gas, where reactions R2 and R5R10 are the 
main reactions to consider. In terms of the impacts that these reactions have on syngas 
composition, it makes no difference whether they occur in the gasifier or in the reforming step, 
which means that Figure 1.6 can also be used to describe the reforming step.  
1.4 GASIFICATION TECHNIQUES 
In this section, short descriptions of the different gasification technologies that are relevant to 
biofuel production are given to exemplify how the design and operation of a gasifier can affect 
the loss-factors related to both the heating of the gasifier and to the yields of by-products from the 
gasifier. Three categories of gasifiers are considered here:  
 Entrained flow (EF) gasifiers 
 Fluidized bed (FB) gasifiers 
 Dual fluidized bed (DFB) gasifiers 
A list of the process parameters and schematics of the gasification techniques is presented in 
Table1.4.
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Gasification in an entrained flow (EF) gasifier is a well-established technique for the gasification 
of coal[20]. The technique is based on pneumatic feeding of fine particles and a high temperature 
(>1300°C), so as to ensure rapid conversion of the fuel particles. The high temperature means 
that high reaction rates and low yields of tar can be achieved. At this temperature, a considerable 
amount of the tar polymerizes into soot[5], and temperatures >1600°C are required to avoid 
substantial soot formation, as shown in Paper V. At such high temperatures, the ash components 
of the fuel are in a molten state, and the lower part of the reactor involves a quenching step to 
remove the molten ash. The gasification medium is oxygen and steam, whereby the amount of 
oxygen is used to control the temperature of the gasifier. A major challenge that arises during the 
switch from coal to biomass in an EF gasifier concerns the fuel feed. The concept requires very 
small particles, but the grinding of biomass requires a lot of electricity (as much as 
0.08 MWe/MWth for achieving 100μm particles[21]). To reduce the power consumption for 
grinding biomass, fuel preparation technologies, such as torrefaction[8, 21], are currently being 
researched, but torrefaction cause a loss of part of the fuel instead (the gas formed at the process 
temperature of 200°300°C) and have not yet been implemented on a large scale. An alternative 
strategy to avoid the high cost of power consumption for grinding the biomass is to use the 
fluidized bed (FB) technology.  
In an FB, silica sand or catalytic particles can be used as the bed material. The bed material is 
fluidized by adding the gasification medium, which is oxygen and/or steam, at the bottom of the 
reactor. The FB provides good mixing of the solid material and enables a long residence time for 
large fuel particles. In addition, the bed material has a high heat capacity and acts as a thermal 
flywheel that helps to stabilize the operation of the reactor. However, FBs are sensitive to 
agglomeration and sintering of the bed material, and the maximum temperature is limited by the 
type of bed material and the ash components of the fuel. Typically, a temperature >1000°C 
(>900°C when using silica sand) should be avoided; the temperature is regulated by adding 
oxygen to combust part of the fuel. Due to the significantly lower temperatures of FBs, as 
compared to that of an EF reactor, the yields of tar and other by-products are higher. However, by 
using a catalytic bed material the conversion of the by-products into syngas and can be increased 
and, to some extent, compensate for the lower temperature. 
Both the FB gasifiers and EF gasifiers are autothermal (directly heated) gasifiers that require 
oxygen for sustaining the temperature of the process. Pure oxygen is used to avoid diluting the 
syngas with nitrogen, although, the production of oxygen is an energy-intensive process that 
decrease the overall efficiency and increase the operational costs. A design-option that removes 
the need for pure oxygen is to use an allothermal (indirectly heated) gasifier, where the 
temperature is sustained by delivering heat from another reactor in which air can be used for 
combustion without diluting the syngas.   
The DFB technology facilitates allothermal gasification through the use of two FB reactors. The 
reactors are separated by loop seals, which enable transport of the bed material between the 
reactors while preventing cross-contamination of gases between the reactors. The reactors used in 
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a DFB gasifier are: 1) a combustor, which is fluidized with air and recycled flue gases; and 2) a 
gasifier, which is fluidized with steam (see schematics in Table 1.4). The fuel is fed into the 
gasifier, where the volatiles are released and a fraction of the char is gasified. The unconverted 
char follows the bed material to the second reactor where it is burned to produce heat. This heat is 
transferred back to the gasifier via the bed material to provide heat indirectly. Combustion in a 
separate reactor increases the flexibility of the system, as it enables combustion of by-products 
and/or auxiliary fuel if additional heat is required in the gasifier or other steps of the process.  
With respect to the FB and DFB gasifiers, various bed materials can be used to increase the levels 
of the reactions in the gasifier. However, some materials (e.g., metal oxide-based materials) 
exhibit oxygen-carrying capabilities in addition to the ability to transfer heat. In a DFB system, 
this cause an oxygen transport from the combustor to the gasifier and have a negative effect on 
the efficiency. This is discussed further in Section 2.2 and in Paper II. Another parameter to 
consider is the pressure in the reactor. The concept behind the DFB is more complex than those 
of the other systems considered. While pressurization of a DFB process is unlikely to be used 
with the curent technology, both FB and EF gasifiers can be pressurized and, thereby, reduced in 
size for a given throughput of fuel.  
LOSS-FACTORS FOR DIFFERENT GASIFICATION TECHNIQUES 
The purpose of this section is to explain how the different features of the gasification 
technologies can affect the efficiency of a biomass to biofuel production unit in terms of the loss-
factors related to heat production and the by-products from the gasifier, respectively.   
The loss-factor related to the by-products is defined in Eq. (1.8), and the by-products to consider 
from the gasifier are char, OC, CxHy, CH4, and soot. DFB and FB gasifiers are restricted with 
respect to the temperature range due to sintering of the ash and bed material, and this favors the 
yields of the by-products OC, CxHy, and CH4, for typical values and related loss-factors, see 
Table 1.5. The examples listed in Table 1.5 reveal that the loss-factors related to OC, CxHy, and 
CH4 are in the range of 1.21.9 for DFB and FB gasifiers, whereas they are approximately 0.6 for 
an EF gasifier. As an example, if MeOH is to be produced from wood pellets, the aforementioned 
loss-factors correspond to a loss in chemical efficiency of 0.280.45 MJb/MJdaf when using a 
lower-temperature reactor (FB or DFB), and about 0.14 MJb/MJdaf when using a high-temperature 
reactor (EF). This shows that there is a need for additional measures to reduce the yield of by-
products, especially in DFB and FB gasifiers if MeOH is the end-product and the same trend 
holds true for all biofuels that utilize only the syngas. An exception is the production of SNG, in 
which CH4 is the main product and the presence of low-molecular-mass hydrocarbons, CxHy, in 
the product can be tolerated to some extent (if hydrogenated). The loss-factors related to by-
products are thereby reduced to 0.10.6, which correspond to a loss-factor related to by-products 
of 0.020.14 MJb/MJdaf for all the considered gasification technologies. Thus, the need for 
additional measures is significantly lower for SNG, which makes SNG production an attractive 
choice, especially for DFB and FB gasifiers.   
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Table 1.5: Examples of the yields of by-products and the corresponding loss-factors. 
 Dual Fluidized Bed 
DFB (~830°C, Patm) 
Fluidized Bed  
FB (~900°C , Patm) 
Entrained Flow  
EF (1350°C , Patm) 
 g/kgdaf ϑ g/kgdaf ϑ g/kgdaf ϑ 
CH4 6070 0.70.8 ~70 0.8 ~13 ~0.15 
CxHy  4050 0.40.5 ~24 0.2 ~0 <0.10 
OC 860 0.10.6 ~20 0.2 ~0 <0.10 
Soot  n.a. ~8* <0.1 ~30 ~0.23 
Char  Function of the heat demand and 
degree of char conversion 
n.a.  n.a.  
Lambda 
(oxygen) 
0 with silica sand and a function of the 
oxygen-carrying capacity for MeO 
based materials  
Function of the heat 
demand 
Function of the heat 
demand 
References  Based on operation using silica sand, 
as presented in Paper I (upper limit), 
and bauxite, as presented in Paper V 
(lower limit).  
Estimation for the 
Värnamo gasification 
plant[22] 
Adapted from Qin et 
al[23] 
 
Patm, atmospheric pressure; n.a., not available 
To reduce the yield of by-products, primary or secondary measures can be implemented. Primary 
measures refer to measures taken within the gasification reactor, such as the use of an active bed 
material in an FB or DFB reactors. As an example of this,  a range of the yields are presented in 
Table 1.5 for the DFB gasifier, where the upper limit is based on operation with silica sand (low 
activity) as the bed material, and the lower limit is based on operation with bauxite (catalytic) as 
the bed material. Secondary measures refer to measures taken downstream of the gasifier, such as 
the inclusion of a reforming reactor. Implementing a secondary reforming reactor adds to the 
investment cost, so primary measures can be a cheaper alternative. However, a reactor that is 
optimized for conversion of by-products can be designed as a secondary measure, as discussed in 
detail in Paper II. Another secondary measure is to capture and recycle the by-products for 
combustion to cover part of the heat demand and thereby, the loss in chemical efficiency due to 
by-products.  
The loss-factor related to the heat production is defined by Eq. (1.9) as a function of the amount 
of oxygen required. Expressed as the fraction of oxygen, λ, related to the stoichiometric amount 
of oxygen, μO2,stoiciometris, is estimated by: 
  ≈                       ,    (   )     ,                   ,                        /    ,                   ( 1.10   ) 
       ≈            .  .                     /        ( 1.11   ) 
where Hgasif and Hgas are the heat of reaction of the gasification and gas-phase reactions excluding 
the combustion, respectively, νtot is the total heat demand of the process, σ is the fraction of the 
heat covered by combustion of gas, and LHVO2,gas and LHVO2,char are the lower heating values per 
unit of mass oxygen used for the combustion of the gas and char, respectively.  
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Note that, based on Eq. (1.8), the removal of one carbon atom is equivalent to the addition of an 
oxygen molecule, which means that the loss-factor based on the heat demand for a DFB gasifier 
can be estimated based on the oxygen required for the combustion, as in Eq. (1.9), assuming that 
the char is pure carbon.  
The total heat demand for the gasifier in a biofuel production plant is based on the internal heat 
demand of the process, νint, and the potential heat extraction, νextract. The required heat extraction 
is a function of the external heat demands for the plant minus the heat from any axillary sources 
and from the combustion of by-products.       =        +             ( 1.12   )          =   (         ℎ           ,                )  ( 1.13   ) 
The internal heat demand, which includes the heat required to heat the fuel and the other process 
streams in the gasifier, must be covered by the heat production in the gasifier. The internal heat 
demand can be reduced, to some extent, by preheating the process streams or by drying the fuel, 
although in practice it can never be completely eliminated. The internal heat demand can be 
estimated based on the mass flows and temperatures of the gasifier, as described in Paper I. A 
higher temperature results in a higher heat demand, and the loss-factor based on the heat demand 
are higher for an EF than an FB or DFB, assuming equal mass flows. However, in a DFB, air is 
used instead of pure oxygen and heating of the nitrogen is required in addition to heating of the 
oxygen, and this increases the heat demand of the process. As an example to illustrate the impact 
of the temperature and the use of oxygen contra air, the loss-factors related to the heat demand 
for heating steam corresponding to 0.5 kg/kgdaf and for heating oxygen/air from a pre-heated 
temperature of 500°C to the gasification temperature is compared. The oxygen/air amount is 
defined by the heat balance. Assuming that gas is combusted in the EF and FB processes and that 
char is combusted in the DFB process, the loss-factors are 0.24 for an EF (1600°C), 0.12 for an 
FB (900°C), and 0.23 for a DFB (900°C). 
In a standalone plant, there might be a need to extract additional heat from the gasification 
process so as to avoid the need for an auxiliary combustor. The need for heat extraction is a 
function of the external heat demands (such as preheating of the process streams to the gasifier, 
steam production, and heating of downstream process steps), heat recovery and the level of 
integration, and auxiliary heat sources, such as the combustion of by-products or auxiliary fuel. 
The level of heat that can be recovered from the processes depends on the content of condensable 
compounds in the gas. The temperature cannot be reduced without removing these compounds or 
they will cause problems related to fouling. Instead, the gas is quenched to remove the 
problematic compounds. In an EF gasifier, molten ash with a melting temperature of around 
1000°C is created, and therefore, it is necessary to quench the ash at this temperature. The gases 
from the DFB and FB gasifiers contain tar compounds, which can have dew-points of about 
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260°C (based on tar measurement is Paper I), and this can cause problems in the product gas 
heat exchanger. To remove the tar components, it is common practice to quench the gas in a 
scrubber. The higher the quenching temperature the less heat that can be recovered and reducing 
the tar concentration to enable heat further heat recovery is another important aspect in reducing 
the yield of tar contents in the gas, in addition to tar being a by-product. Another aspect that 
distinguishes the DFB technique is that the combustion is performed in a separate reactor, which 
generates a flue gas that can more easily be heat-exchanged than the raw gas.  
For assessment of which process that is the most efficient in terms of both chemical efficiency 
and cost, a techno-economic analysis of the entire process chain is required. This is, however, 
outside the scope of the present work.  
1.5 DEVELOPMENT TOWARDS A COMERCIAL SNG PLANT 
The scope of present work is limited to DFB gasification, which is a highly promising technology 
for the production of biofuels that is approaching commercial implementation with the GoBiGas 
project initiated by Göteborgs Energi[24]. The overall goal of the GoBiGas project is to produce 
a total of 100120 MW of SNG in two stages, with a demonstration plant of 20 MW SNG as the 
first stage and a commercial plant of 80100 MW of SNG in a second step. Construction of the 
first stage of the 20-MW SNG was completed at the beginning of 2014 and the construction of 
the Chalmers gasifier was completed in 2008, Fig. 1.7. This enables parallel investigations in lab-
scale, pilot-scale, and demonstration-scale to gain the required knowledge to construct a 
commercial plant. This work is focused on the experiments performed in the pilot plant, however, 
it includes also some lab reactor tests and initial results from the demonstration plant.    
 
Figure 1.7: Milestones in the development of a commercial plant for SNG production using DFB 
gasification.  
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The use of a DFB gasifier for the production of SNG has a number of advantages, as described in 
Section 1.4. The choice of SNG avoids the need to convert the CH4, which makes it feasible to 
use a DFB gasifier with a high yield of CH4 in the raw gas. The DFB gasification technology 
offers flexibility in terms of fuel properties, heat production, and the use of active bed materials. 
By separating the combustion, a stable gas quality from the gasifier is assured even with a change 
in the heat demand, as mixing of the raw gas and the flue gas from the combustion is avoided. 
With a separate combustion stage, the need for pure oxygen is removed and partial recovery of 
the losses in chemical efficiency due to by-products from the gasifier and off-gasses from the gas 
conditioning and synthetic process can be achieved by combustion of these by-products. The 
potential efficiency of an SNG production plant has been addressed in a number of techno-
economical investigations; for example, Heyne and Harvey[25] estimated a system efficiency 
level of 82%84% for an SNG plant, however, the real system efficiency of the demonstration 
plant is yet to be evaluated. 
To achieve a high efficiency level of biofuel production plants, and to reduce the investment cost, 
several aspects related to the gasification needs further consideration. The main factors to be 
investigated are related to fuel conversion, decreasing the levels of by-products, and the 
establishment of a simple yet comprehensive evaluation procedure, which can be used for 
optimization of gasification process.  
1.6 AIM OF THE PRESENT WORK 
The present work is motivated by the increasing, demands for, and political goals, to establish 
commercial production of biofuels. The current research on DFB gasification is conducted within 
the framework of the development of a commercial-scale SNG production plant, as currently 
planned in the GoBiGas project of Göteborgs Energi[24], with the goal of producing 100120 
MW of SNG. The conducted research is focused on DFB gasification, and the goal of this work 
is to contribute to the understanding and description of the DFB gasification process, so as to 
facilitate efficient conversion of biomass to syngas and CH4. Towards this goal, the specfic aims 
of this work are to: 
 Establish an experimental evaluation procedure for the DFB gasification process (Papers I, 
IV, V, and VI). 
 Investigate how to improve the fuel conversion by increasing the degree of OC conversion 
(Papers I and II) and increasing the degree of char conversion (Paper III). 
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1.7 METHODOLOGY  
The methodologies applied here to improve the degree of fuel conversion and to establish a 
comprehensive evaluation procedure are illustrated in Figure 1.8. The work can be divided into 
three topics: fuel mixing; fuel conversion; and evaluation procedures.  
In Paper I, the choice of parameters to be used in evaluating a DFB gasifier, and how to quantify 
these parameters to enable a first evaluation of the Chalmers gasifier, are discussed. In parallel, 
the char conversion rate of the Chalmers gasifier was investigated for Paper III, which was 
complemented with an investigation of the fuel mixing using a fluid-dynamically down-scaled 
cold flow model. These investigations underline the need for improved and simplified means to 
quantify all the compounds yielded by the gasifier, and they lead to further developments of the 
evaluation procedure in Paper IV and Paper VI.  
The method developed in Paper VI allows simple quantification of the fuel conversion by 
combustion of the raw gas. Paper IV comprises a detailed investigation of how the loop seals of 
the gasifier are affected by changes in the bed material flux and changes in the type of bed 
material. An important aspect of the loop seals is what proportion of the steam that is fed to the 
loop seals that enters the gasifier, which is required to establish the mass balance of the gasifier. 
The method for combusting the raw gas is used in Paper II to investigate how the introduction of 
a catalytically active bed material affects the fuel conversion and gas composition. Finally, a 
refined method for online quantification of a range of important process parameters is established 
and presented in Paper V, which can also be viewed as a continuation of the development of the 
method described in Paper VI.   
 
 
Figure 1.8:  Areas of focus and the chronologic progress represented in the papers included in this thesis. 
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2 EVALUATION OF THE PERFORMANCE OF A DFB 
GASIFIER 
DFB gasification involves multiple fluidized reactors and product streams, which are composed 
of numerous different components, which means that the evaluation of DFB gasifiers is 
complicated. A procedure for evaluating DFB gasifiers has been developed and implemented 
using the Chalmers 24-MWth gasifier. The evaluation involves the quantification of the gas 
composition, quantification of loss-factors related to the by-products and heat demands, and a 
description and quantification of the fuel conversion.  
2.1 THE CHALMERS 24-MWTH GASIFIER 
The Chalmers 24-MWth gasifier is connected to the 12-MWth Circulating Fluidized Bed (CFB) 
boiler at Chalmers University of Technology[26-28] (Fig. 2.1). For standard operation this 
coresponds to a fuel feed of rhougly 400kg/h to the gasifier and 12 trucks/day to the boiler. The 
furnace of the boiler (1) has a square cross-section of 2.25 m2 and a height of 13.6 m; the fuel is 
fed from the side, at the top of the dense bottiom bed in the furnace via the fuel chute (2). The 
solids circulate via a cyclone (4) through a particle distributor/loop pot (9). From the particle 
distributor, the solids can be directed differentially depending on the operational goal (e.g. 
including the gasifier or not). For standard operation of the boiler, the solids are directed straight 
back to the boiler. If additional cooling of the bed material is required, the solids are directed 
through an external particle cooler (10). When the external cooler is fluidized, the solids move 
passively through the cooler due to its vertical alignment. In addition, the Chalmers system has 
been retrofitted with an additional gasification reactor with a rectangular cross-section of 1.44m2 
(11). By fluidizing the two loop seals, (items 12 and 13 in Fig. 2.1), the solids pass passively 
though the gasifier and provide heat to the fuel conversion process.  
The fuel for the gasifier is stored in a silo (15), and this fuel is fed by a screw feeder and 
eventually introduced at the top of the gasifier bed via two in-series coupled rotary valves (14) 
(Fig. 2.2). Dried flue gases are used as purge gas to cool the rotary valves and to prevent gas 
exchange between the gasifier and the fuel silo. A high flow of purge gas with extraction in the 
intermediate section is used to remove any air or raw gas that enters through the rotary valves. To 
minimize the back-flow of raw gas, which contains tar that can cause fouling problems, a net 
flow of pure gas into the gasifier is required. However, the purge gas dilutes the gas with nitrogen 
and should, therefore, be adjusted to make up only a small percentage of the total gas and to 
avoid fouling-related problems. 
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of the system at Chalmers University of Technology (Paper I). 
The gasification reactor can be fluidized with either steam or flue gases. Steam is used for the 
gasification when fuel is fed into the gasifier, and flue gas is used to maintain the solids flow 
when the gasifier is operated without fuel. This enables cost-efficient heating of the gasifier 
through the bed material around the clock, even when no experiments are being conducted (e.g., 
during weekends). In this way, steady-state operation of the gasifier can be achieved quickly, as 
the bed material and brickwork in the gasifier are already heated prior to the start of the 
experiments. Typically, a period of 12 hours is sufficient for switching to steam, starting the fuel 
feed, and attaining steady-state operation. 
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of the fuel feeding 
system. 
Figure 2.3: Schematic of the Chalmers gasifier (as 
viewed from the side). 
The gasifier is operated within the fluidization regime of a bubbling bed (u/umf = 38), and as 
illustrated in Figure 2.3, the solids enter through loop seal 1 (item 12 in Fig. 2.1) at the bottom of 
the fluidized bed in the gasifier and exit by flooding over a weir at the opposite side of the 
gasifier. The steam, which is added via evenly distributed nozzles at the bottom of the gasifier, 
creates bubble paths and splash zones. These bubble paths cause mixing of the fuel and the bed 
material, (indicated by gray arrows in Fig. 2.3, note that the number of bubble paths are reduced 
to give a clear illustration). The fuel enters through a downcomer onto the surface of the bed. The 
fuel is distributed mainly across the surface of the bed and between the splash zones formed as 
the bubbles erupts at the surface. Figure 2.4 shows the gasifier viewed from above, including a 
frame from video footage taken during the operation of the gasifier where the fuel can be seen as 
dark spots.  
 
 
Figure 2.4: Video still of the bubbling bed during operation with a fluidization level of 0.14 m/s (gasifier 
viewed from above). From Paper III. 
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In the current setup, the major fraction of the raw gas is fed to the boiler for incineration and heat 
production. However, a small fraction of the gas (approximately 400 W) is sampled for analysis 
of the gas composition. For safety reasons, the Chalmers gasifier is operated at slightly below 
atmospheric pressure, and this level is maintained by the flue gas fan of the boiler (item 8 in Fig. 
2.1). In contrast to a stand-alone plant, such as the plant in Güssing[29] or at GoBiGas[30], a 
large amount of additional fuel is fed into the combustion side of the Chalmers system. This 
means that a large surplus of heat is available for the gasifier, ensuring that the heat demand of 
the gasifier can be met across the whole range of operational settings and feedstocks.  
The main operational parameters used to control the gasifier are summarized in Table 2.1. The 
fuel feed can be controlled over a wide range of values. The level of the fuel feed strongly affects 
important process paramaters, such as the steam-to-fuel ratio (SFR), gas residence time, gas-
steam mixing, and dilution level. For a large-scale unit, a high throughput of fuel is desirable to 
reduce the investment cost, and the most intensively investigated range of fuel feeding rates 
(300450 kg/h), which can be translated into a throughput of 1.01.5 MW/m2. The amount of 
steam used for fluidization affects the SFR, gas residence time, and fludization, and thereby, the 
mixing and residence time of the fuel particles, whereby high levels of steam increase the mixing, 
but decrease the residence time.  
Table 2.1: Summary of the main parameters used to control the operation of  the gasifier 
Operational 
parameter 
Notations Means to control Range of 
operation 
Limitations 
Fuel feed ṁfuel Rotational speed of a 
feeding screw 
0500 
kg/h 
The upper limit is defined by the 
temperature at the top of the 
combustor where the produced 
gas is combusted 
Fluidization 
steam 
ṁst,bed Automatic valve 
controlled by an orifice 
plate-based measurement 
of the flow 
120360 
kg/h 
The lower limit is defined by the 
particles used and should be 
higher than the minimum 
fluidization velocity 
Flow of bed 
material  
ṁbm The gas velocity through 
the bottom bed of the 
combustion reactor. This 
is controlled by splitting 
between the primary and 
secondary air and 
recirculation of flue gases 
12000
25000 
kg/h 
At low levels, the temperature of 
the gasifier may become unstable; 
the upper limit is related to the 
gas velocity that can be achieved 
through the bottom bed of the 
combustion furnace.  
Temperature  Tbed Controlled by the 
temperature in the 
combustion zone and the 
flow of bed material.  
750°
850°C  
(Silica 
sand) 
The lower limit is set by the 
lowest temperature required in the 
combustor for sufficient 
combustion in combination with a 
low flow rate of the bed material. 
The upper limit is set to avoid 
sintering of the bed material and a 
different bed material might allow 
higher temperatures to be used.  
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The flow of bed material affects the temperature and residence time of the fuel particles, and as 
long as the heat transport to the gasifier is sufficient, a low flow rate of bed material can be 
applied to increase the average residence time of the bed material and the fuel particles. If a bed 
material that transports oxygen is used, the flow of bed material becomes a crucial parameter in 
controlling the amount of oxygen added to the gasifier. In general, oxygen transport should be 
restricted as much as posible, so as to ensure high efficiency. The flow rate of bed material is 
quantified by measuring the pressure difference over the bed in the furnace while defluidizing 
loop seal 2 (item 13 in Fig. 2.1) to drain the furnace of bed material, this is further described in 
Paper I. The temperature affects the reaction rates in the gasifier, in that a high temperature is 
beneficial in reducing the yields of undesired products, such as tar components. However, as 
higher temperatures increase the heat demand of the gasifier, the trade-off between the heat 
demand and the yields of undesired products needs to be considered.  
2.2 PROCESS AND PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS 
The operational parameters affect the fuel conversion and performance of the gasifier either 
directly or indirectly by affecting process parameters that are important for fuel conversion. In the 
present work, the fuel conversion is investigated in terms of the degree of conversion of the char 
and the degree of conversion of the OC (see Fig. 1.5). The yield of pyrolysis products, Y, and the 
degree of conversion, X, of the char and OC are described here as a function of a range of process 
parameters, together with the fuel properties, type of bed material, and layout of the process, 
which are summarized as the following simplified description of the fuel conversion:     =                  ,      ,ℎ   ,             ,        ,   =  ℎ,   ,       &     ( 2.1   )     =  (               ,     ,  ̅  ,    ,   ,    ,             ,  −     ,       )  ( 2.2   )     =  (               ,       ,  ̅  ,    ,   ,    ,             ,  −     ,       )  ( 2.3   ) 
The process parameters, summarized in Table 2.2, in turn affect the performance of the gasifier, 
as well as the loss-factors related to by-products and the heat demand. Typical parameters used to 
describe the performance of a gasifier include: the cold gas composition; the cold gas efficiency; 
the tar concentration; the rate of carbon conversion; and the steam balance[31, 32]. While these 
parameters provide vital information for the processes downstream of the gasifier, they do not 
give all the information needed to describe the performance of the gasifier. In the present study, 
to carry out a more comprehensive evaluation of the performance of the system, the following 
additional performance parameters are used: gas yield; raw gas efficiency, ηrg; conversion of 
char, Xch; the yield of OC from the gasifier; conversion of OC, XOC; and the heat demand of the 
gasifier. The performance parameters considered are summarized in Table 2.3, together with a 
short description of the areas in which the different parameters are used. 
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Table 2.2: Summary of process paramaters considered in the present work and experimentally quantified. 
Parameter Notation (unit) Comment 
Steam-to-fuel ratio SFR (kg/kgdaf 
fuel) 
Relates the total mass of steam added to the mass of daf 
fuel, which affects the amount of steam avalible for 
gasification, steam reforming, and WGSR  
Effective heat transfer 
coefficient for fuel 
particles 
heff (W/m2K ) The effective heating rate of the fuel particles affects the 
yields from pyrolysis and the time of pyrolysis, as 
illustrated in Fig. 1.2.  
Average bed temperature T̅bed (°C) Important for the heating rate and the reaction rates for 
reactions that occur in the bed section of the gasifier, e.g., 
char gasification [Reaction (R4)]  
Average gas temperature T̅gas (°C) Affects the rates of the reactions in the freeboard, such as 
the WGSR and steam reforming of the OC components   
Average fuel residence 
time 
τ̅ f (s) The fuel residence time is important for the level of char 
conversion  
Average gas residence 
time 
τ̅ gas (s) The average residence time of the gas is affected by both 
the release of gases from the fuel and the SFR 
Gas velocity for 
fluidization 
u-umf (m/s) The velocity of the gas used for fluidization affects the 
amount of particles thrown up in the freeboard and the 
mixing of the fuel particles 
Purge gas amount μp (kg/kgdaf fuel) If the amount of purge gas related to the fuel is significant 
it will affect the fuel conversion by diluting or reacting 
with the gas, depending on the composition of the flue 
gas. 
Oxygen added μO (kg/kgdaf fuel) Oxygen can be added to the process by transport together 
with the bed material, leakage or as part of the purge gas.  
The experimental investigations of the present work are designed to elucidate how performance 
can be improved and loss-factors can be minimized by changing the operational parameters. 
Furthermore, the underlying process parameters are quantified to add to our understanding of the 
fuel conversion. Figure 2.5 illustrates the approach used for the analysis of the gasifier, including 
how the operational parameters affects the process parameters, which in turn affect the 
performance of the gasifier, and thereby, the loss-factors. To quantify experimentally these 
parameters, a comprehensive evaluation procedure was established, as described below.  
 
 
Figure 2.5: Illustration of the chain of impact in which operational parameters are used to change the 
process parameters, which in turn affect the performance parameters and loss-factors. 
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Table 2.3: Summary of performance paramaters considered in the present work. 
Performance Parameter Notation (Unit) Area of use 
Cold gas composition Ci,cg (%Vol) The composition of the cold gas is important for 
downstream processes, such as a synthetic process, and for 
deriving important information, such as the H2/CO ratio. 
Tar concentration and 
composition 
Ctar (g/ Nm3) The concentration of the tar and the tar components 
themselves are important for establishing the dew-point of 
the tar and the average heating value of the tar. 
Yields of cold gas 
components 
ni,cg (mole/kg daf) 
μi,cg (kg/kg daf) 
Calculation of the cold gas efficiency, and the losses due to 
potentially undesired products. Enables quantification of the 
impacts of changes in the operational settings. 
Cold gas efficiency ηcg (MJ/MJdaf) The cold gas efficiency describes how much of the chemical 
energy in the fuel is retained in the cold gas. 
Yield of tar μtar (g/kgdaf) Enables quantification of the impacts of changes in the 
operational settings. 
Carbon conversion μC,gas 
(kgC,gas/kgC,daf) 
Indirect measure of how much of the carbon in the fuel is 
not converted in the gasifier. 
Yield of OC μOC (gOC/kgdaf) The OC is a lumped group of undesired organic compounds 
that can cause a loss in the yield of biofuels 
Raw gas efficiency  ηrg (MJ/MJdaf) The raw gas efficiency describes how much of the chemical 
energy in the fuel is retained in the raw gas. 
Degree of char 
conversion 
Xch (-) Describes the extent to which a gasifier manages to convert 
the char. 
Degree of OC 
conversion 
Xch (-) Describe the extent to which a gasifier manages to convert 
the OC. 
Heat demand νint (MJ/MJdaf) Gives a measure of the degree of char conversion that is 
required to ensure a stable self-sustaining process. 
 
2.3 EVALUATION PROCEDURES 
This section provides a summary of the procedure employed for evaluating the process and 
performance parameters of the Chalmers DFB gasification system. The raw gas produced by the 
gasifier contains numerous components, ranging from permanent gases to large condensable 
organic components, which makes it challenging to quantify the yields of all the individual 
compounds. In the present work, the Chalmers gasifier was evaluated using the following steps: 
 Gas cleaning  
 Tar measurements using the SPA method  
 Tracer gas injections 
 Reformation of the raw gas by combustion or using a high-temperature reactor (HTR) 
 Derivation of reference values from pyrolysis experiments 
 Establishment of a heat balance in the gasifier 
 Investigation of the average fuel residence time using a fluid-dynamically down-scaled, 
cold-flow model 
 Measurement of the pyrolysis time 
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Figure 2.6: Summary of the investigated parameters and the evaluation steps used for the quantifications, 
as indicated by the filled cells.   
Figure 2.6 lists the evaluation step required for the quantification of different process and 
performance parameters. The following sections give a short description of each of the evaluation 
steps, together with some results from the evaluation that exemplify the usefulness of the 
different evaluation steps.  
GAS CLEANING 
Online measurements of the cold gas composition require the extraction of a continuous 
slipstream of raw gas, which is cleaned in a gas conditioning system (Fig. 2.7). In this setup, the 
number of particles in the raw gas is initially decreased using a mounted-beam separator at the 
exit of the gasifier [(A) in Fig. 2.7], and eventually, before the gas enters the conditioning system, 
more particles are removed by a ceramic filter (B) that is maintained >350°C. Potential catalytic 
effects of the filter on the raw gas were investigated by analyzing the tar content and gas 
composition before and after the filter. No significant change in the gas nor the tar composition 
was observed (for further details, see Israelsson et al.[33]). After the filter, the raw gas is 
quenched in isopropanol and cooled to -2ºC, to separate all the condensable compounds (DH). 
The flow of raw gas through the gas conditioning system is controlled by a membrane gas pump 
(I), together with a pressure-regulated valve (G), which is used to sample approximately 2 l/min 
of cold dry gas. The volume of cold gas flowing through the system is monitored via a volumetric 
flow gas meter, thermocouple, and pressure sensor (J and R), which also allow for a rough 
estimation of the amount of condensate, measured on a scale and related to the flow of cold gas 
(g/Nm3cg).  
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Figure 2.7: Schematic of the gas cleaning system for the cooling and cleaning of the raw gas. A, 
Illustrated from above; BR, side-views (Paper I). 
A micro-gas chromatograph (µ-GC) at position (K) is used for measuring the concentrations of 
the cold gas components. The µ-GC is a Varian CP4900 equipped with one molecular sieve 
column with argon (Ar) as the carrier gas to include measurements of  helium (He), and one 
Polarplot Q column with He as the carrier gas. A three-point calibration method was used for 
calibation, which is renewed each week, and the gas species that are measured with this GC setup 
were: He, H2, CO, CO2, CH4, N2, O2, and CxHy components. The method applide allows for 
sampling at intervals of 180 seconds.  
The analysis of the composition of the cold gas used to quantify the H/C-ratio and O/C-ratio of 
the syngas, so as to compare it with the pyrolysis gas, is presented as an example in Figure 2.8. 
This shows that a significant change occurred in the syngas composition that can be related to a 
combination of the WGSR and conversion of char, OC, CxHy or CH4. As discussed for Fig. 1.6 
the position over the WGSR vector for the pyrolysis gas indicates that the Chalmers gasifier 
decrease the loss-factors comparing to the pyrolysis case. 
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Figure 2.8: Example on how the H/C-ratio and the O/C-ratio of the syngas from the Chalmers gasifier 
using wood pellets ( silica sand and 835°C) is compared with the composition of the syngas from 
pyrolysis of wood pellets at 830°C  
SPA METHOD 
The tar was measured using the solid-phase adsorption (SPA) method proposed by Brage et 
al[34] and implemented as proposed by Israelsson et al.[33] In summary, a known volume of the 
raw gas (100 ml) was extracted at a temperature of 350°C through the amine phase, in which tar 
compounds are adsorbed. Subsequently, the tar components were desorbed using a solvent and 
analyzed in a GC using a flame ionization detector (FID). For each measurement, four to six 
samples were taken with the amines and three injections into the GC-FID were made for each 
dissolved sample. 
The SPA method enables the quantification of individual species, as illustrated in Figure 2.9, 
which shows the compositions of the tar during operation at three different fluidization levels, 
referred to as Cases A, B, and C, respectively, and presented in Paper I. The figure includes the 
compounds that were used to calibrate the GC-FID (indicated with labels), with the light 
compounds with low retention times located on the left, and larger compounds with long 
retention times located on the right. The unlabeled stacks represent unknown compounds that 
were detected between known compounds and lumped into a single group. Known compounds 
constitute 70-80%mass[33] of the detected compounds, and a satisfying standard deviation was 
achieved for phenol and larger compounds (to the right of the graph). 
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Benzene, toluene and xylene (BTX compounds) were detected only at low levels; it has been 
shown by others (e.g.[35, 36]) that the SPA method is less effective for the quantification of BTX 
compounds than for larger compounds. This contributes to the phenomenon whereby parts of the 
raw gas are not measured, as they are not covered either by the SPA method or by analysis of the 
cold gas, as elaborated below. The biggest difference in the compositions of the cases shown in 
Figure 2.9 is the fraction of unknown compounds that are larger than pyrene that decreases, and 
naphthalene that increases, when more steam is used for fluidization. The dew-point of tar is 
controlled mainly by the presence of large components, such as pyrene and coronene. Although 
no coronene was detected, several unknown components were found after pyrene, which together 
with pyrene define the dew-point. The dew-point was estimated to be <260°C[37] for all the 
cases, and tended to decrease as the level of steam was increased. 
A common way to present the total amount of tar in a gasifier is in terms of g/Nm3cg. However, 
the use of this unit can be dubious, as a change in the operation of the gasifier most likely 
changes the yield of cold gas. This can make any discussion regarding the change in the amount 
of tar in terms of g/Nm3cg misleading if the change in the volume flow of cold gas is not 
considered. Changes in the concentration of the tar are important with respect to the dew-point of 
the tar, although if the purpose is to investigate the function of the gasifier, a better approach is to 
quantify the yield, for instance in units of kg/kgdaf. In the present work, this was achieved using a 
trace gas (He) to quantify the volume flow of cold gas.  
 
Figure 2.10: Example on how the yield of tar (left y-axis; kg/kgdaf) and the concentration of tar (right y-
axis; g/Nm3) change as a function of the raw gas temperature. The ranges of the y-axes are set so that the 
low-temperature points match, so as to highlight the increasing gap.    
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Figure 2.10 shows an example of the discrepancy between the change in the tar yield and the tar 
concentration. This difference arises as the volume flow of cold gas increases as the tar yield 
decreases. Thus, evaluating the amount of tar in terms of g/Nm3cold gas may result in an 
overestimation of the decrease in tar as the temperature increases. This is one of the advantages 
of the He tracing approach, which is described below. 
HELIUM TRACING 
Using a Bronkhorst mass flow controller (MFC F-202AV) to inject high-quality helium into the 
steam ducts of the gasifier and loop seals, investigations using He tracing is performed. Figure 
2.11 shows a section of the process previously described in Figure 2.1, and it illustrates four 
points of injection to the process. The He tracing system is used to: 
 Enable quantification of the total yields of gas components, tar, and the components of the 
reformed raw gas, as described below; and 
 Investigate the function of the particle seals and the amount of steam that enters the 
gasifier (Paper IV).   
 
Figure 2.11: Schematic of the Gasifier and loop selas. LS1 and LS2 represent loop seals 1 and 2, 
respectively. The in- and out-going mass flows are indicated by arrows, and the positioning of the He-
injection points are indicated by black dots. 
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The molar yields of gas components, ni,cg, are quantified by injecting a known amount of He, V̇He, 
and then measuring the concentration of He in the cold gas, CHe. As He is inert and passes though 
the reactor unconverted, the measured concentration of He reflects the volume flow of gas, which 
enables calculation of the yield of the cold gas components, by assuming that the ideal gas law 
can be applied, as follows: 
 ̇  =  ̇     ,      ℜ             ,   =                          ( 2.4   ) 
where P is the pressure, T is the temperature, and ℜ is the general gas constant. 
Figure 2.12 and 2.13 show examples of the measured gas concentrations and gas yields, as 
presented in Paper I. Figure 2.12 shows the composition of the cold gas measured from the 
Chalmers gasifier in terms of volume percentage, revealing a distinct decrease in mainly CO and 
increases in H2 and CO2 as the responses to an increase in the amount of steam used for 
fluidization. The values with 0.0 steam are based on laboratory-scale pyrolysis test results for a 
reference composition, furter described below. Figure 2.13 displays the corresponding yields, 
calculated based on helium injections and related to the feed of dry ash-free fuel. Here, it can be 
seen that the CO yield is more or less stable, while the yields of H2, CO2, and CH4 increase with 
the amount of steam used for fluidization. In Paper I, the increasing yields of the cold gas 
components were identified to be a consequence of conversion of OC components during 
reaction with steam. As an example of
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.12: Gas composition as a function of the 
level of fluidization steam. The standard deviation 
from the mean value of the gas measurements for 
each case was <2%rel (<5%rel for the pyrolysis case 
with 0kg/kgdaf of steam). 
Figure 2.13: Gas yield as a function of the level of 
fluidization steam. The purge gas is subtracted to 
show the gas yielded from the fuel conversion. 
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the usefulness of quantifying the yield in addition to the cold gas composition, a global reaction 
that can be established to describe the OC conversion based on the yield is here presented as 
(normalized to 1 mole of C in the OC):     +      → 1.4   + 0.7    + 0.3     ( R.11   ) 
Another use for the He injections is in investigations of the dynamics of the loop seals and the 
fraction of steam that enters the gasifier (Paper IV). The concentration of He in the gasification 
gas when He is injected into the steam duct to the gasifier (injection point He,G in Fig. 2.11) is 
denoted as CHe,G.  
The value of CHe,G is used as a reference concentration to establish the volume flow of gas, V̇gas, 
under the assumption that no steam (or He) added to the gasifier escapes through the loop seals. 
The reference concentration allows calculation of the fraction of steam that enters the gasifier via 
LS1, Xst,LS1, and LS2, Xst,LS1:   
   ,  =    ̇      ,  ̇  ,  =  ̇  ,    ,  ̇  ,    ,  ,  i =LS1,LS2 ( 2.5   ) 
where V̇He,i is the volumetric flow rate of injected He at point He,i. To assess the validity of the 
assumption that none of the steam injected into the gasifier (He,G) escapes through the loop 
seals, two experiments are performed. The fraction of the total amount of steam that enters the 
gasifier, Xst,All, was quantified in two ways: 1) based on the mass flow of steam, ṁst, and the 
fraction entering the gasifier, Xst, as quantified by Eq. (1); and 2) by injecting He into the main 
steam duct (at point He,All). These two approaches can be compared through Eq. (2.6), where the 
left-hand side is based on the first approach and the right-hand side is based on the second 
approach.  
   ,    ̇  ,     ̇  ,     ,    ̇  ,    ̇  ,     ̇  ,   ̇  ,    =    ,    =  ̇  ,    ,    ̇  ,      ,     ( 2.6   ) 
Figure 2.14 shows the He concentrations and fractions that result from injecting a known amount 
(50 nl/min) of helium into the gasifier (He,G in Fig. 2.14), the main steam duct (He,All), loop 
seal 1 (He,LS1), and loop seal 2 (He,LS2). The measured concentration of He in the gasification 
gas is used to determine the gas split through Eq. (1). The results are summarized in Table 2.4, 
whereby the fraction of steam to the gasifier [0.85; calculated using the right-hand side of Eq. 
(2)] can be compared with the fraction of steam to the gasifier [0.87; calculated using the right-
hand side of Eq. (2), based on the fractions of steam entering the gasifiers through the loop seals]. 
The results are in good agreement, which confirms that it is valid to assume that all the He 
injected into the gasifier ends up in the gas from the gasifier. 
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Figure 2.14: The measured He concentrations (left y-axis) and the calculated fractions of steam entering 
the gasifier (right y-axis) based on the injection of He at positions He,G, He,all, He,LS1, and He,LS2, 
respectively. 
Table 2.4: Total amounts of steam entering the gasifier, calculated based on He injections into the loop 
seals [Eq. (1)] and compared with the total amount of steam entering the gasifier, based on He injection 
into the main steam duct [Eq. (2)]. The compared values are highlighted in bold text.  
Injection point Gasifier  
(He, G) 
Main duct 
(He,All) 
Loop seal 1 
(He,LS1) 
Loop seal 2 
(He,LS2) 
All; Eq. (2) 
Steam flow (kg/h) 211 300 45 44 300 
Mean He concentration 
(vol%), with the standard 
deviation in brackets 
1.082 (9) 0.918 (4) 0.943 (5) 0.283 (8) - 
Calculation of the steam 
fraction 
Reference 
level 
Right hand 
side of Eq. 
(2.6) 
Eq. (2.5) Eq. (2.5) Left-hand 
side of Eq. 
(2.6) 
Steam fraction to the gasifier 
(Fraction of He) 
1 0.85 0.86 0.26 0.87 
This method can be used for the determination of the aeration gas split, i.e., the tendency for the 
aeration gas (steam) supplied to the loop seal to follow the direction of the bed material. The split 
of the steam is used for studying the dynamics of the loop seal (Paper IV) and to quantify the 
steam that enters the gasifier from the loop seals. This must be quantified to know the SFR of the 
gasifier. As an example, the amount of steam added to the loop seals correspond to 15%35%mass 
of the total H2O added to the gasifier and loop seals. Therefore, it is important to know how the 
gas split is affected by the operation of the gasifier.  
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Figure 2.15: Fraction of steam entering the gasifier 
as a function of the flux of solids. 
Figure 2.16: Fraction of steam entering the gasifier 
as a function of the density of the bed material 
particles. 
The measured gas split of the loop seals of the Chalmers system are affected little by changes in 
the operational parameters of the gasifier (Table 2.1). For example, Fig. 2.15 shows that the mass 
flow of bed material, which is expressed as solids flux through the loop seals, can be changed 
within a wide range without any significant impact on the gas split.  
However, it is concluded in Paper IV that the gas split in loop seal 1 is affected by the density of 
the bed material, and that when a switch is made from silica sand particles (lower density) to 
bauxite particles (higher density) the gas split in the direction of the solids is decreased, Fig. 2.16. 
This change roughly corresponds to a change in the SFR of 1.5%3.5%. More importantly, it is 
concluded that there is no carryover of gas through loop seal 1, which would otherwise cause a 
dilution of the gas. The dynamics of the loop seal are further studied in Paper IV with a three-
dimensional computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model, which confirms the trend observed 
when changing the density of the particle.  
RAW GAS COMBUSTION AND HIGH-TEMPERATURE REACTOR 
By reforming the raw gas, either through combustion (Paper VI) or in a HTR (Paper V), the 
organic components of the gas are converted to light gas components that can be analyzed with 
online instruments, such as a μ-GC or an instrument that uses nondispersive infrared (NDIR) 
detectors. By introducing air and the raw gas into a heated environment (800°950°C), the raw 
gas is combusted and this enables measurements of the total carbon content of the gas based on 
the CO2 content of the gas, as described in Paper VI. This enables a convenient measurement of 
the total amount of carbon in the raw gas, illustrated in Fig. 2.17.  
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Figure 2.17: Illustration of the combustion of the carbon-containing compounds of the raw gas (C-C16, 
whererepresent all compounds between the adjacent ones). The dotted line for Tar Sampling indicates 
that only some of these components are sampled.   
The carbon-containing compounds in the raw gas comprise a range of compounds sorted 
according to the number of carbon atoms in the molecules (C-C16- etc.); the lumped groups in 
which the components are included are illustrated below, and the components included in the 
cold gas and tar analyses are indicated above the compounds. As previously described, the cold 
gas components are measured in a µ-GC and the tar components are sampled using the SPA 
method. This leaves a gap in the analysis both for compounds C3-C7 and for compounds with 
molecular size larger than C16 (pyrene). By adding air and combusting the raw gas, the 
complexity of the gas is considerably reduced and it can be analyzed without the need for 
additional analytic methods, since the dry flue gas can be analyzed with a µ-GC. As an example, 
it is shown in Paper I that only 35% of the carbon in the OC could be sampled with the SPA 
method with those specific operational conditions. The experimental setup used for the 
combustion of the raw gas is illustrated in Fig. 2.18 and are described in detail in Paper VI 
A drawback associated with the combustion approach is the dilution of the gas by the nitrogen 
that is added together with the combustion air, as this complicates the quantification of the 
oxygen and nitrogen concentrations in the raw gas. To avoid dilution of the reformed gas with 
nitrogen, the method is further developed in Paper V, and in this case, the method is based on 
high-temperature reforming of the gas at 1700°C (Fig. 2.19). The new approach offers 
simplification of the operation and is less labor-intensive than the combustion approach. At 
1700°C, organic compounds are thermally cracked and reformed into a mixture of H2, CO, CO2, 
H2O, N2 (if present in the raw gas), and soot. 
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Figure 2.18: Schematics of the 
combustion reactor used for reforming 
the raw gas into flue gas. 
Figure 2.19: Schematic of the HTR used for reforming the raw 
gas into cold gas components. 
Reforming the raw gas through combustion or the HTR enables online quantification of several 
performance parameters and process parameters. The following section describes how a set of 
parameters is quantified based on data obtained from the HTR. The parameters quantified using 
the HTR are: 
 Carbon conversion 
 Oxygen transport 
 Yield of OC 
 Raw gas efficiency 
Carbon conversion 
By reforming the gas in combination with helium tracing, the carbon conversion in the gasifier is 
quantified as described above [Eq. (2.4)]. Quantification of the carbon conversion gives an 
indirect measure of the carbon loss due to unconverted fuel and soot (if the soot is removed prior 
to the conversion). 
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Oxygen transport 
The level of oxygen transport can have a strong impact on the efficiency of biofuel production. 
Therefore, when evaluating different bed materials the oxygen transport is a crucial parameter. 
Oxygen added to a gasifier can be determined using the HTR and the following equation: 
 ̇ ,    = ∆    ,    ∗         − ∆     ,    + ∆     ,    ∗         −        ∗           ( 2.7   ) 
where ΔHdaf,HTR, ΔOdaf,HTR, and ΔCdaf,HTR denote the differences in the molar flow rates of C, O, 
and H, respectively, as determined by the levels in the fuel feed and the dried gas exiting the 
HTR. The terms in parentheses in Eq. (2.7) denote the molar ratios of the unconverted part of the 
fuel (UC) and the oxygen to hydrogen ratio of water (1:2). The first two terms in Eq. (2.7), which 
relate to hydrogen and oxygen, simply describe the differences in the oxygen and hydrogen levels 
between the fuel and the HTR gas. The third term, which concerns carbon, describes the effects 
of the oxygen and hydrogen within the char that is exiting the gasifier. If the difference in 
hydrogen levels between the fuel and the HTR gas is twice the difference in the oxygen levels, 
the increase in oxygen level can be explained by the WGSR and therefore, oxygen addition is not 
occurring. Contrarily, if the difference in hydrogen levels between the fuel and the HTR gas is 
less than twice that of the difference in the oxygen levels, oxygen addition is taking place. The 
importance of oxygen transport is discussed further in Paper II and in Section 3.1.  
Yield of OC 
To quantify the yield of OC, two analytic systems are used in parallel to measure: 1) the cold gas 
form the gas cleaning system (Fig. 2.7); and 2) the syngas from the HTR (Fig. 2.19). With He 
injection into the gasifier (He,G in Fig. 2.11), the carbon yields in the cold gas and raw gas can 
be calculated [Eq. (2.4)]. The difference in the yield is defined as the yield of OC, and based on 
the carbon balance, the yield of carbon in the OC is calculated as: μ ,   = μ ,   − μ ,    ( 2.8   ) 
where μC,rg is the yield of C in the raw gas, and μC,rg is the yield of C in the cold gas. As an 
example, the yields of carbon in the cold gas and the raw gas when operating the Chalmers 
gasifier with bauxite are illustrated in Figure 2.21 over a set of nine measurements in the µ-GC 
(27-min sampling). The difference indicated by a two-way arrow in Figure 2.21 represents the 
yield of OC.  
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Figure 2.21: Yields of carbon in the cold gas (+) and raw gas (o), The yield of OC is indicated by a two-
way arrow.   
Raw gas efficiency and heating value of the gas 
Once the yield of OC and yield of cold gas are quantified, it is possible to calculate the raw gas 
efficiency and heating value of the raw gas as follows: 
      = ∑  ̇ ,  ∗    ,      ∗      ̇     ( 2.9   )     =                   ( 2.10   ) 
where V̇rg is the total volumetric flow of the raw gas [in Nm3/s], consisting of the cold gas flow, 
the steam flow, as determined using the mass balance (Paper V), and the flow of condensable 
species, which are assumed to be free of oxygen. As an example, the estimated chemical 
efficiencies of the Chalmers gasifier using bauxite as bed material are 73.5% for the raw gas and 
61.4% for the cold gas. Thus, roughly 12% of the chemical energy of the fuel can be found as OC 
components.  
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PYROLYSIS YIELDS 
As described in section 1.1, the biomass is converted by drying, pyrolysis, and subsequent 
secondary conversion of the char and OC. As such, the yields during pyrolysis represent the 
starting point for the char conversion and reforming of volatile components, which distinguishes 
gasification from pyrolysis. The yields during pyrolysis were investigated in collaboration with 
the University of Aveiro, and the part of the facility that was utilized for the experiments 
described in this work is illustrated in Fig. 2.22, as previously described by Neves.[38] The 
bench-scale fluidized bed reactor [(A) in Fig. 2.22] with electrical heaters (B) was used to 
pyrolyse the fuel. The reactor was fluidized with nitrogen and a 13 wood pellets were 
introduced into the reactor. The gas exited through a heated quartz thimble filter (C) into an 
impinge train that was cooled with ice-water (D) to clean the gas. The remaining OC was 
removed with paper filters (E) before the gas was collected in a gas-sampling bag. To avoid 
unnecessary dilution of the pyrolysis gas, a three-way vale was used to connect and disconnect 
the sampling bag. The sampled gas composition was analyzed using the µ-GC described in the 
gas cleaning section, and by injecting a known amount of He into the bag, the yields could be 
calculated and are presented as a function of temperature in Figure 2.23. 
 
 
Figure 2.22. Outline of the bench-scale fluidized bed pyrolysis facility at the University of Aveiro. 
Adapted from Neves[38]. 
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Figure 2.23: Yields of cold gas components as a function of temperature 
The char, which was collected after cooling the reactor, was weighed to estimate the yield of char 
and sent for analysis of the elemental composition. This is described in greater detail by 
Neves[38] who investigated the yield of char. The char yield at 830°C was Ych= 0.16 kg/kgdaf for 
wood pellets and the composition was 93.1% carbon, 1.2% hydrogen, 5.3% oxygen, and 0.4% 
nitrogen. The yield of soot was measured as the increase in weight of the quartz thimble filter; at 
830°C, it was 0.004 kg/kgdaf fuel. The yield of C in the OC from pyrolysis of wood pellets at 
830°C was YOC,C=0.094 kgC/kgdaf fuel, which is in line with the values listed in the literature for the 
given conditions[6] and was estimated based on the carbon balance and the yield of carbon in the 
OC is according to:   ,   =   ,    −   ,   −   ,   −   ,      ( 2.11   ) 
Once the yields from the pyrolysis are known, the fuel conversion in a gasification reactor can be 
quantified in terms of the degree of char conversion, Xch, and degree of OC conversion, XOC:    =      =   ,   ,   .   ℎ   =  ℎ,    ( 2.12   ) 
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HEAT DEMANDS 
By estimating the internal heat demands of the process, a simplified heat balance is established:   1 =      +      ( 2.13   ) 
The calculations of the total heat demand, νtot, is described in detail in Paper I and are not 
repeated here. In summary, by measuring the in- and out-going streams of the gasifier and the 
temperatures, the heat demands are quantified. With the total heat demand (νtot), known the raw 
gas efficency can be estimated according to Eq. (2.13), and the degree of char conversion 
required to attain this raw gas efficiency and to have sufficient char to combust to cover the heat 
demands is estimated as follows:  (1 −    )∆ℎ     =    ∆ℎ      +       ( 2.14   ) 
where ∆hcomb is the heat of reaction for the combustion of pure carbon with oxygen (-393.5 
kJ/mole)[39] and ∆hgasif is the heat of reaction for the gasification reaction of pure carbon with 
steam (+131.3 kJ/mole)[39]. The maximum theoretical raw gas efficiency of a DFB gasification 
system is by definition equal to unity, assuming no heat losses and thermally neutral conversion 
of the volatile fraction, which means that the maximum theoretical char conversion in the 
gasifier, Xch,max, according to:   1 −    ,    ∆ℎ     =    ,   ∆ℎ        ( 2.15   ) 
This calculation gives a maximum theoretical char conversion of Xch,max ≈ 0.75 for any fuel. 
Figure 2.24 illustrates how the heat demands can be used for estimating the raw gas efficiency 
and the degree of char conversion required to cover the heat demands. The solid line indicates 
steady-state operation of the gasifier, whereby the char that leaves the gasifier unconverted is just 
sufficient to cover the heat demands of the process. The raw gas efficiency at Xch=0 is defined by 
the char yield of the fuel, and the maximal char conversion is calculated using Eq. (2.15). The 
dotted line indicates an arbitrary internal heat demand, meaning that the area above indicates the 
fraction of the heating value of the fuel that is converted into sensible heat (white area), and the 
area below indicates the fraction of the heating value of the fuel that is retained as chemically 
stored energy in the gas (gray area). This example shows that a char conversion value of 
approximately 0.15 is required for steady-state operation with a heat demand of 0.2, which 
roughly corresponds to the heat demand of a gasifier for the production of SNG with an 
efficiency of 75%, as estimated in Paper I based on a techno-economic analysis conducted by 
Gassner et al.[40] If the degree of conversion is higher, additional fuel is needed in the 
combustion chamber to maintain the temperature of the system, whereas if the degree of 
conversion is lower, a surplus of heat is produced and cooling is required. This gives an example 
on how the heat demands can be used to estimate the desired degree of char conversion. If the 
degree of char conversion in a gasifier can be estimated, this balance can be used to calculate the 
need for auxiliary fuel combustion.   
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Figure 2.24: Illustration of how the internal heat demand (white area) acts as a limiting factor for the raw 
gas efficiency (gray area), as compared with the theoretical raw gas efficiency for biomass. 
FUEL RESIDENCE TIME 
The average residence time of solids in a fluidized bed is determined in a fluid dynamically 
down-scaled cold reactor model, which has previously been presented by Sette et al.[41, 42]. 
Using tracer particles, the transient tracer concentration, C(t), at the outlet is used to quantify the 
average residence time, τ ̅f:   ̅ = ∫   ∙  ( )       ( 2.16   )  ( ) =  ( )∫  ( )       ( 2.17   ) 
 ( ) =     ( )      ( 2.18   ) 
where E(t) is the fraction of particles that has left the reactor at time t, and F(t) is the cumulative 
fraction of particles. In the present work, the cumulative fraction of particles leaving the reactor 
as a function of residence time was investigated for six cases, with and without a baffle, which is 
further described in Section 3.2, and for three levels of fluidization.  
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Figure 2.25: Cumulative fractions of particles leaving the gasifier as a function of time, for three 
fluidization velocities, as derived using Eq. (2.18). 
As shown in Figure 2.25, the cumulative fraction of particles that has left the reactor after a 
specific time is higher with high levels of fluidization, meaning that the average residence time of 
the fuel particles is lower at higher levels of fluidization. Furthermore, by introducing a baffle 
across the surface of the bed, the average residence of the fuel particles increases, especially at 
low levels of fluidization.     
TIME FOR PYROLYSIS 
The time for devolatilization for wood pellets in the Chalmers gasifier was estimated by abruptly 
terminating the fuel feed to and monitoring the decline in the level of CH4 in the cold gas as an 
indicator of the level of volatiles. The time delay for the reactor and measurements system was 
assessed by abruptly terminating the purge gas, i.e., the dry flue gas, and monitoring the change 
in CO2 concentration, which represents the unit-impulse response function. Thus, the true change 
in the normalized concentration of CH4 can be calculated by convolution[43] of the normalized 
measured concentrations:     ( ) = ∫     (  −  )    ( )        ( 2.19   ) 
where τ is a time-scale, and t is the time. Figure 2.26 show the normalized concentrations of CH4 
and CO2, as well as the convolution of the two concentrations, which for simplicity is normalized 
to its maximum value.  
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Figure 2.26: Normalized concentrations of CH4 and CO2 as the fuel feed and purge gas feed, respectively, 
are terminated. Also shown are the differences between the values and the convoluted function. 
Figure 2.27 shows the normalized release of volatiles when the fuel feed to the Chalmers gasifier 
is stopped, and compares this to the release of volatiles from bench-scale fluidized bed pyrolysis 
experiments, as described by Neves[38]. There are no major differences between the heating rates 
of the fuel in the large-scale continuous system and the small-scale batch experiments. Thus, the 
batch pyrolysis experiments are well suited to investigations of devolatilization time in large 
bubbling fluidized beds. Further is suggests that the average effective heating rate of the fuel 
particles in the Chalmers gasifier can be estimated by the calculated effective heating rate of a 
single fuel particle in a fluidized bed, see for instance[44].  
Comparing the fractions of particles that are expected to have left the reactor within the period of 
devolatilization (from the cold-model experiments), it is concluded that for the specific cases, 
<3% of the fuel particles leave the reactor before at least 75% of the volatiles have been released. 
This indicates that <1%mass of the volatiles leave the gasifier in an unreleased form and can thus 
be neglected.  
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Figure 2.27: Fractions of unconverted volatiles (left y-axis) as a function of time, based on measurements 
with a single particle and the Chalmers gasifier. This is compared with the fractions of fuel particles that 
have left the reactor (right y-axis), so as to illustrate the potential for unconverted volatiles to leave the 
reactor together with the char.  
 
 
 
2.4 CONCLUSIONS  
The proposed evaluation process enables a comprehensive evaluation of DFB gasifiers, as 
exemplified by implementation in the Chalmers 24-MWth gasifier. The evaluation procedures 
enable the quantification of important parameters concerning the gas quality, potential losses 
related to by-products and heat demands, and the level of conversion of undesired products from 
the pyrolysis. From this study, the following conclusions are drawn: 
 By quantifying the H/C-ratio and O/C-ratio of the syngas, changes in the syngas 
composition can be used to carry out a qualitative evaluation of how the operational 
parameters influence the fuel conversion. 
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 The yield of tar and the dew-point of the tar are crucial parameters in the avoidance of 
fouling problems downstream of the gasifier, and the SPA method provides a convenient 
sampling procedure to quantify the tar (in g/Nm3). However, to assess the impact that a 
change in the operation of the gasifier has on the tar yield, the change in the volume flow 
of gas must be considered, so as not to overestimate the impact.    
 The volume flows and yields of syngas, CH4, CxHy, and tar can be quantified accurately 
from a slipstream with injection of a known mass flow of helium.  
 By reforming the raw gas to syngas (or flue gas), the carbon conversion, oxygen 
transport, yield of organic compounds, and heating value of a gasifier can be quantified 
online, providing crucial information on the rate of fuel conversion and facilitating further 
efforts to improve the performance of the gasification process.  
 Investigation of the yields during pyrolysis of a specific fuel provides valuable reference 
information for quantifying the degree of conversion of different components in the 
gasifier and how these components affects the syngas yield and composition.  
 By quantifying the heat demands and establishing a heat balance, the degree of char 
conversion required to maximize the raw gas efficiency can be estimated. 
 The degree of char conversion in a gasifier depends on the char reactivity and the average 
residence time of the fuel particles, which can be estimated using a fluid-dynamically 
down-scaled, cold-flow model. Using the cold-flow model, the impacts of the level of 
fluidization, cross-flow of bed material, and the use of a baffle can be described, revealing 
that the average residence time can be increased by a low level of fluidization, or low 
flow of bed material, or by the use of a baffle. 
 The time it takes a fuel particle to undergo pyrolysis in the Chalmers gasifier was 
estimated by abruptly terminating the fuel feed to the gasifier. A comparison with the 
average residence time of a fuel particle confirms that the fraction of particles that leaves 
the reactor before all the volatile components have been released is negligible. The time 
required for the pyrolysis of a single fuel particle (based on the results of the reference 
pyrolysis experiments) is similar to the time needed for pyrolysis in the Chalmers gasifier. 
This finding suggests that the effective heat transfer for an average fuel particle in the 
continuous feed to the Chalmers gasifier can be estimated in an equivalent way as for a 
single particle. 
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3 FUEL CONVERSION IN DFB GASIFIERS 
This section summarizes the work conducted on the fuel conversion and performance of a DFB 
gasifier. The conversion of char and OC are summarized separately, and the published analyses 
are here complemented with analyses of the impacts that different measures have on the loss-
factors [Eqs. (1.8) and (1.9)] and how the H/C-ratio and O/C-ratio of the syngas are affected by 
the different measures.  
3.1 OC CONVERSION 
Unconverted organic compounds, and especially tar components, not only create problems by 
fouling downstream equipment, but also constitute a potential loss. It is desirable to understand 
how a DFB gasifier can be operated so to have a high rate of conversion of the OC. For this 
purpose, the impact that the level of steam used for fluidization (Paper I) and the impact that the 
use of metal oxide-containing materials (Paper II) have on the yield of OC is investigated.  
EFFECT OF THE LEVEL OF FLUIDIZATION STEAM 
In Paper I, three levels of fluidization are investigated in the Chalmers gasifier, and the effects 
are summarized in Fig. 3.1. Increasing the level of fluidization affects a range of process 
parameters, and the combined effect is to increase conversion of the OC, H2, CO2, and CH4. 
However, it also increases the heat demand of the gasifier, so that the loss-factor related to the 
heat demand, ϑhd, increases while the loss-factor related to the by-products, ϑbp, decreases.  
Three levels of fluidization are investigated, and increasing the amount of steam used for 
fluidization gives a higher SFR, average temperature of the gas, and fluidization velocity, as well 
as lower gas residence times for both the fuel and the gas (Table 3.1). This suggests that a more 
detailed investigation is needed to distinguish the respective impacts of SFR, T̅gas, τ̅ gas, and u-umf. 
However, the overall effect can be described as a function of the amount of fluidization steam in 
relation to the daf fuel, μst,bed.  
 
Figure 3.1: Illustration of the chain of impact when the mass flow of fluidization steam is changed. The 
arrows indicate the impacts that the changes have on the process parameters, which in turn affect the 
performance parameters and loss-factors. The parameters that remain constant are not included.  
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Table 3.1: Summary of process parameters resolved from cases with different levels of fluidizing steam.  
Parameter Notation (unit) μst,bed = 0.59 
kg/kgdaf fuel 
μst,bed = 0.72 
kg/kgdaf fuel 
μst,bed = 0.85 
kg/kgdaf fuel 
Steam-to-fuel ratio SFR (kg/kgdaf fuel) 0.84 0.92 1.06 
Average gas temperature T̅gas (°C) 791 797 801 
Average fuel residence time τ̅ f (s) ~257* ~170* ~120* 
Average gas residence time τ̅ gas (s) 3.9 3.6 3.3 
Gas velocity for fluidization u-umf (m/s) 0.16 0.20 0.25 
 * Extrapolated values based on the cold flow experiments presented in Paper III. 
The yields of OC and tar are illustrated as a function of the level of steam used for fluidization in 
Figure 3.2, which also includes the yield of OC during pyrolysis as a reference level (indicated by 
zero fluidization steam). The results show that the yields of OC and tar (sampled using the SPA 
method) decrease with the level of fluidization. The yield of OC corresponds to a degree of OC 
conversion XOC = 0.200.36.  
Increasing the level of fluidization affects the fluid dynamics in the reactor, and additional steam 
results in a more violent fluidization, which means that more of the bed material particles are 
thrown into the freeboard section of the reactor and the mixing of steam and volatiles is 
increased. Furthermore, the partial pressure of the steam is increased, which can benefit the steam 
reforming of the OC. However, more steam entails a reduction in the residence time of the raw 
gas in the reactor (~3.9 s at the lowest level to ~3.3 s at the highest level of fluidization), which 
can have a negative effect on the conversion level. In summary, it can be concluded that for the 
present reactor and operating parameters, the combined increases in the mixing, heat transfer, and 
partial pressure of steam have a greater influence on OC conversion than the residence time.  
 
 
Figure 3.2: Levels of tar and OC as a function of the amount of fluidizing steam, where the OC levels are 
estimated from both the amount of carbon in the cold gas, ∆, and the fraction of tar in the OC determined 
from Case 3, □. 
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An increase in the conversion of OC gives a lower loss-factor. Comparing the lowest and highest 
levels investigated, the value of ϑbp is decreased by 0.12. However, heat is required to produce 
the steam and to heat the steam to the temperature of the reactor. The increase in the internal heat 
demand results in an increase in the loss-factor of about 0.08. Thus, the increase in the internal 
heat demand is sufficiently low to facilitate increased chemical efficiency of biofuel production. 
However, producing the steam creates a heat demand external to the gasifier, and a sufficient 
level of heat must be available to produce the steam.The level of steam used for fluidization 
affects the yields of gas components by conversion of the OC. Based on the findings presented in 
Paper I, the OC conversion is described by a simplified global reaction:        +      → 1.4   + 0.7    + 0.3     ( R11   ) 
By comparing the H/C-ratio and O/C-ratio of the syngas for the investigated cases, the change in 
composition can be compared with the effects of different reactions (Fig. 3.3). The change in the 
syngas composition indicates a decrease in the loss-factor related to the by-products, which 
concurs well with the measured decrease in the yield of OC. Thus, by measuring only the syngas 
composition, the effect that a change in the operational parameters has on fuel conversion can be 
detected qualitatively.  
 
 
Figure 3.3: Change in the syngas composition, with the case with the lowest level of fluidization used as 
reference (filled dot) and the two cases with higher levels of fluidization (open dots), and compared with 
the syngas change due to the different reactions introduced in Figure 1.6. 
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USING CATALYTIC BED MATERIALS TO REDUCE THE OC YIELD 
Different methods that use catalytic materials (such as alkali metals, non-metal oxides, and 
supported metal oxides) have been reported as strategies to improve the conversion of OC[45-
47]. For FB gasification processes, much research has been devoted to the use of metal oxide 
(MeO) compounds to promote OC conversion[47]. MeO materials (such as Ni-, Fe-, and Mg-
based materials) can be applied as a primary measure in DFB gasifiers to substitute part or all of 
the bed material with the catalyst. Alternatively, the catalyst can be applied as a secondary 
measure, in the form of either a fixed bed or a second DFB system downstream of the gasifier, 
such as is used in the Chemical Looping Reforming (CLR) concept[48-50]. 
MeO materials have the ability to adsorb oxygen under oxidizing conditions and to release 
oxygen under reducing conditions, and both of these conditions exist in a DFB gasifier. These 
properties of MeO can induce a net transport of oxygen between two reactors without any 
exchange of the other gases[51]. In a DFB gasifier, the transported oxygen participates in the 
combustion of part of the gas and reduces the efficiency of the gasifier, as well as reducing the 
heating value of the gas to such an extent that it requires consideration[52]. Thus, the use of an 
MeO material involves a trade-off between increased conversion of OC and a decrease in the 
heating value of the gas, as well as an increased O/C-ratio for the gas. The bed materials tested in 
the Chalmers gasifier are: 
 Silica sand, used as reference with no catalytic or oxygen transporting abilities  
 Ilmenite mixed in silica sand (1%, 2% and 12%mass of ilmenite) 
 Bauxite 
 Olivine[53]  
Ilmenite 
The impacts that the use of MeO materials have on the process parameters, performance 
parameters, and loss-factors were investigated by adding different fractions of ilmenite to the 
silica sand used as the bed material. Ilmenite, which is a natural occurring ore that contains iron-
titanium oxide (FeTiO3 in its most reduced state), has previously been implemented in a 
laboratory-scale CLR reactor for the reduction of tar components and has proven to be an 
efficient catalyst for this purpose[54, 55].  
Different levels of ilmenite was mixed with silica sand to investigate the effects that increased 
fractions of ilmenite have on the process, summarized in Figure 3.4. The amount of oxygen 
added to the gasification gas increases with the fraction of ilmenite, which results in decreased 
yields of CH4 and CO and increased yield of CO2, while the level of H2 is more or less constant 
within the investigated range. Owing to the oxygen transport, the cold gas efficiency is decreased 
and the loss-factor related to heat demand increases. However, the catalytic properties of the 
ilmenite also cause an increase in the degree of OC conversion, which decreases the loss-factor 
related to the by-products.  
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of the chain of impact when the fraction of ilmenite in the bed material is changed. 
The arrows indicate the impacts that the changes have on the process parameters, which in turn affect the 
performance parameters and loss-factors. The parameters that remain constant are not included. 
The oxygen transport is quantified by combustion of part of the raw gas, as described in Section 
2.3 [Eq. (2.5)] and Paper VI. The amount of oxygen added to the process is presented in Table 
3.2 as a ratio of the stoichiometric oxygen amount, where a value of 1 would represent complete 
combustion. The effect of ilmenite was investigated by mixing various amounts of ilmenite (0%, 
1%, 2%, 12% on a mass basis) with the silica sand used as the inert reference material. The 
remaining process parameters were kept constant, as presented in Paper II, in which an 
additional level of fluidization is analyzed. By relating the total oxygen transport to the bed 
material flow and the fraction of ilmenite in the bed material, the oxygen-carrying capacity of the 
ilmenite was estimated to be 0.028 kgOxygen/kgilmenite, which is in line with the results presented in 
the literature[56, 57]. 
The impact that the use of an MeO material has on the theoretical yield of carbon in the end-
product can be evaluated based on the changes in the loss-factors ∆ϑhd and ∆ϑbp, and if ∆    < −∆     
then the negative effect of the oxygen transport is greater than the positive effect of OC 
conversion. Correspondingly, if ∆    > −∆     
then the positive effect of catalytic conversion of the OC has a greater impact on the potential 
chemical efficiency of biofuel production than the negative effect of oxygen transport.  
The yield of tar was measured with the SPA method, and the tar yield was found to decrease with 
the fraction of ilmenite in the bed material (Fig. 3.5). At most, a decrease in the tar yield of ~50% 
was achieved by using a low level of fluidization and 12% ilmenite.  
Table 3.2: Summary of the process parameters for the investigated steady-state cases. 
Parameter Notation Case low0 Case low1 Case low2 Case low12 
Oxygen transport λO,G 0 0.013 a 0.026 a 0.133 a 
 
a Based on the estimated oxygen-carrying capacity ROXMeO,G=0.028, see Paper II. 
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Figure 3.5: Yield of tar as a function of the amount of transported oxygen, expressed as a fraction of the 
stoichiometric amount (lower x-axis) and the amount of ilmenite (upper x-axis). 
Comparing the case with 12% ilmenite with the sand reference case and relating the decrease in 
ϑbp to the decrease in the yield of tar to the change in ϑhd due to the oxygen transport, it is clear 
that: 
 (4-2(O/C)tar+(H/C)tar)∆ṅC,tar/ṅC,daf = 0.12 < 0.28 = 2ṅO,transport/ṅC,daf.  
This shows that the introduction of ilmenite had a negative effect on the potential chemical 
efficiency of biofuel production. It can be concluded that the level of oxygen transport caused by 
ilmenite is excessive compared with its effect on the tar yield. For this reason, potential measures 
for achieving lower oxygen transport while using MeO material are discussed in Paper II. In 
summary, restriction of oxygen transport could be achieved by reduction of the material prior to 
the gasifier or by implementation of the MeO in a secondary system. However, as such measures 
add to the complexity of the system, it might be more worthwhile to identify a material with a 
low oxygen-carrying capacity and high reactivity towards tar. It should be noted that to some 
extent, an increase in char conversion would compensate for the decrease caused by the oxygen 
transport, as discussed in Paper II.  
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Comparing different bed materials 
In Paper V, the results are presented from the operation of the Chalmers gasifier with 100% 
bauxite as an alternative MeO-based bed material. The measured oxygen-carrying capacity of the 
bauxite was 0.0023 kgO/kgBauxite, which is almost one-tenth of the oxygen-carrying capacity of 
ilmenite. With 100%mass bauxite as bed material the oxygen transport contributes to the loss-
factor related to the heat demand with 2∆ṅoxygen transport/ṅC,daf = 0.23, which is lower than the 
corresponding value for 12% ilmenite. Bauxite has a positive effect on both OC conversion and 
char conversion. Using the silica sand as reference allows comparisons of the bed different 
materials based on the syngas composition, including ilmenite (Paper II), bauxite (Paper V), 
and Norwegian olivine (investigated by Marinkovic and Seemann[53]). 
 
 
Figure 3.6: Changes in the syngas composition for the reference case with silica sand (filled dot), the 
three cases with ilmenite (open dots), and a case with bauxite (filled diamond), and compared with the 
syngas changes due to different reactions, as introduced in Figure 1.6. 
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Using silica sand as reference the WGSR vector can be used as a reference line to indicate if the 
loss-factors has been reduced (coordinates above the WGSR line) or increased (coordinates 
above the WGSR line). This was further described for Fig. 1.6. The syngas compositions from 
the ilmenite cases show that the sum of the loss-factors is similar for the silica sand cases with 
1% or 2% ilmenite. The effect of the high level of oxygen transport with ilmenite is clearly 
indicated as the syngas composition of the 12% ilmenite case is located well below the WGSR 
vector, indicating an increase in the sum of the loss-factors, as validated by the quantification 
above. 
The syngas compositions detected using 100% bauxite in the Chalmers gasifier show that the 
sum of the loss-factors is similar to that in the reference case. For a known level of oxygen 
transport, this indicates that the increase in the loss-factor related to the heat demand is 
compensated by a decrease in the loss-factor related to the by-products. Thus, the use of bauxite 
efficiently reduces the yield of by-products with little loss of efficiency. The tar yield, as sampled 
with the SPA method, is reduced from 28 g/kgdaf for the silica sand case to 19 g/kgdaf for the 
bauxite case. The use of bauxite as a bed material to reduce the tar yield shows promise and 
should be investigated further. The use of olivine show a clear decrease in the loss-factors with a 
value well above the WGSR vector and thus a substantial conversion of char and or OC are 
indicated. Due to this clear effect on the fuel conversion olivine has been tested in several plants 
and are the bed material used in the GoBiGas gasifier.  
Olivine in Different Gasifiers 
The bed material used in the GoBiGas gasifier is Austrian olivine, which is a magnesium iron 
silicate-containing ore. Olivine is a well-established material for use in DFB gasifiers due to its 
catalytic effects[58, 59] and its resistance to agglomeration[60]. The Olivine bed material 
requires activation to increase the catalytic activity of the material[58, 59]. Figure 3.7 shows the 
compositions of the syngas from the GoBiGas gasifier before and after the activation of the bed 
material, using the composition of the syngas from pyrolysis of wood pellets at 830°C as the 
reference composition. The differences show that activation of the bed material increases both the 
WGSR and conversion of char and/or OC. A significant decrease in the amount of tar was 
validated with the SPA method, showing a tar concentration of ~20 g/Nm3 before activation and 
~5 g/Nm3 after activation of the bed material (excluding BTX components). This underlines the 
usefulness of a graph like the one in Figure 3.7 for detecting differences in the reactivity of the 
bed material, and it is currently used to monitor the reactivity of the bed material in the GoBiGas 
gasifier.  
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Figure 3.7: Syngas compositions for the: 1) pyrolysis gas[38] (filled dot, used as reference), 2) GoBiGas 
before activation (open square); 3) GoBiGas after activation (filled square); 4) Güssing[58] (filled 
triangle); 5) Milena gasifier[59] (filled diamond); and 6) Chalmers gasifier[53] (filled star). The syngas 
changes (indicated with arrows) due to different reactions are introduced in Figure 1.6.  
In addition, the syngas composition from the GoBiGas gasifier is compared with the syngas 
compositions from the gasifier in Güssing[58] and the Milena gasifier[59], when using Austrian 
olivine as bed material, and the Chalmers gasifier using Norwegian olivine. The gasifier in 
Güssing, the Chalmers gasifier and the GoBiGas gasifier show a similarity in the syngas 
composition. The discrepancy can be related to differences in the fuel properties (wood pellets in 
GoBiGas and Chalmers cases, and wood chips in Güssing case) and differences in the operational 
parameters and the layout of the processes. The composition of the syngas from the Milena 
gasifier differs considerably from the compositions of the syngases from the other gasifiers, and 
the positioning below the WGSR vector indicates that a much higher level of added oxygen, 
which can be due to oxygen transport and leakage, or a high level of CO2 used as purge gas. 
Further investigation is required to define the factors in the design and/or operation that cause 
these differences in the composition of the syngas. 
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In summary, further investigations of different bed materials, layouts of the gasifier, and 
operation of the gasifier should be conducted to produce further improvements. For such 
investigations, the proposed analysis based on the O/C-ratio and H/C-ratio of the syngas provides 
a simple and quick qualitative estimation, while the comprehensive evaluation procedure 
provides the means to quantify the gasifier performance.  
3.2 CHAR CONVERSION 
This section summarizes the work that focuses on the degree of char conversion. The char 
consists, by definition, of the fraction of the fuel that remains in the solid phase after pyrolysis. 
The char from biomass contains primarily carbon and small fractions of hydrogen and oxygen, as 
well as ash components. In Paper III, the degree of conversion of the char, Xch, in the gasifier 
due to gasification with steam (R4) with and without a baffle are investigated: 
The average degree of char conversion is affected by the average residence time and the average 
reactivity of the char. To increase the average residence time of the fuel particles, a baffle was 
introduced into the fluidized bed of the gasifier. The baffle was partially immersed into the bed to 
hinder fuel particles from passing the baffle without entering dense part of the bubbling bed, as 
illustrated in Figure 3.9.   
 
 
Figure 3.8: Illustration of the chain of impact when introducing a baffle. The arrows indicate the impact 
that the change has on the process parameters, which in turn affects the performance parameters and 
loss-factors. The parameters that remain constant are not included. 
 
Figure 3.9: Splitting of the bed surface into sections, as viewed from above (left) and as viewed from the 
side (right). A is the reference layout without the baffle and B is the layout with the baffle.   
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Table 3.3: Average residnce time of fuel partilces with and without a baffle for three different levels of 
fluidization, as defined by Eq. (2.16) (see also Fig. 2.25). 
Parameter Notation Base 1 Base 2 Base 3 Baffle 1 Baffle 2 Baffle 3 
Fluidization velocity  u (m/s) 0.14 0.19 0.23 0.14 0.19 0.23 
Average fuel particle 
residence time 
τ̅ f (s) 632* 271* 176* 854* 334* 210* 
* measured in the cold flow model. 
The degree of char conversion in the gasifier depends on the average residence time of the char 
particles and the effective reactivity of the char reff:      = −             =                 ( 3.1  ) 
where Mch is the mass of the char inventory in the gasifier, dmch/dt is the rate of the mass of char 
converted with time, and dXch/dt is the rate of change in the degree of char conversion. The 
average residence time is investigated using the cold flow model, as described in Section 2.3, and 
this enables an analysis of the char conversion in the Chalmers gasifier. Form Table 3.3, it is 
concluded that the level of fluidization has a strong effect on the residence times of the fuel 
particles, which increase with lower levels of fluidization. It is also concluded that the baffle 
increases the average residence time, but not to the same extent as the level of fluidization.   
The change that occurs in the composition of the syngas when using the baffle, as compared to 
the reference case, is illustrated in Figure 3.10. This shows that introducing the baffle has a 
stronger impact on the production of syngas than the fluidization level, which indicates that the 
baffle affects not only the average residence time of the fuel, but also the reactivity of the char. 
This is confirmed by the degree of char conversion, as quantified in Paper III, showing that the 
char conversion is increased by 8%15% for all the fluidization levels when the baffle is added.  
The reactivity of char is dependent upon the fuel properties, the temperature, the partial pressure 
of the reactant (in this case, steam), and the partial pressure of the inhibiting species, which is 
primarily H2 when considering steam gasification[3, 61]. With constant fuel properties and 
temperatures in the presence and absence of the baffle, the results indicate that the baffle affects 
the average partial pressure of H2O and/or H2 in the vicinity of the char particles. Thus, by 
forcing the char particles into the dens part of the bed, higher char reactivity is achieved, since the 
partial pressure of H2O is higher and the partial pressure of H2 is lower than in the average raw 
gas or in the volatiles.  
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Figure 3.10: Changes in the syngas compositions for the case with silica sand as reference (filled dots) 
and the three cases with the baffle (open dots), as compared with the syngas changes due to the different 
reactions (introduced in Fig. 1.6). 
This is confirmed by estimating the effective reactivity of the char with a Langmuir-Hinshelwood 
expression based on data from Barrio et al[62] and the partial pressures of H2O and H2 in the 
emulsion phase of the bubbling bed, the raw gas, and the volatiles released from the biomass. 
Figure 3.11 shows the normalized char reactivity as a function of the partial pressure of H2, for 
different partial pressures of H2O and a temperature of 820°C. Unity represents the reactivity in 
pure steam without any H2. The partial pressures of H2O and H2 that are typical for the raw gas, 
volatiles, and bed section are indicated as shaded fields in the figure. This shows that local 
variations in the partial pressures of H2 and H2O can have a substantial impact on char reactivity, 
and that it is crucial to separate the char from the volatiles to increase the char reactivity. 
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Figure 3.11: Normalized char reactivities as a function of the partial pressure of H2 and different levels of 
H2O typical for different locations in the gasifier. Based on the Langmuir-Hinshelwood model presented 
by Barrio et al.[62]. 
In summary, introducing a baffle across the surface of the bed is effective for increasing the 
degree of char conversion. The increase in char conversion is mainly due to increased char 
reactivity, which can be achieved by an increase in the concentration of H2O and a decrease in 
the concentration of H2 in the vicinity of the char particles. Further research is required to design 
a layout for the gasifier that offers robust operation and ensures a degree of char conversion that 
matches the heat demands of the process (as described in Section 2.3).   
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3.3 CONCLUSIONS 
The effects of changing the fluidization level, the type of bed material, and the layout of the 
reactor were investigated in present work, and it is concluded that:  
 Increasing the steam improves the conversion of OC components, which decrease the 
losses related to the by-products. Increasing the steam also increases the internal heat 
demand and, thereby, increases the loss related to the heating of the process. The current 
results show that as long as sufficient heat is available external to the gasifier to produce 
the steam, increasing the level of steam has a positive effect on the potential chemical 
efficiencies of the end-product.  
 Introducing a catalytic oxygen-carrying material, such as a metal oxide-containing 
material, can decrease the yield of by-products but it can also increase the loss related to 
the heating of the system. The materials tested in the Chalmers gasifier were ilmenite and 
bauxite, and it can be concluded that ilmenite has too high an oxygen-carrying capacity 
to be used as a primary tar reduction measure without a major penalty in terms of 
chemical efficiency. In contrast, bauxite, which has a lower oxygen-transporting 
capacity, shows good potential, and it should be subjected to further research. 
 Initial results from the GoBiGas gasifier, in which olivine is used as a bed material, show 
that the activation of the olivine reduced the tar concentration from about 20g/Nm3 to 5 
g/Nm3. 
 By adding a baffle that spans the surface of the bubbling bed of the gasifier, the average 
residence time of the fuel particles is prolonged and the fuel particles are forced into the 
dense part of the bubbling bed to pass the baffle. Our results show that char conversion is 
increased by 8%15% following the introduction of a baffle.  
 The impacts that the investigated changes have on the composition of the syngas are 
compared with the theoretical changes in the composition of the syngas based on the 
H/C-ratio and O/C-ratio. It is shown in this thesis that this type of comparison can be 
used for qualitative evaluations of the change in performance between different 
operational cases based solely on measurements of the H2, CO, and CO2 concentrations. 
The approach also offers a quick and relatively easy method for detecting unwanted 
changes in the fuel conversion in a gasifier.   
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4 CONCLUDING REMARKS AND OUTLOOK 
A comprehensive procedure for the evaluation of a DFB gasifier, which consists of eight steps, is 
presented in this work. The multitude of equipment and methods required for a comprehensive 
evaluation makes the procedure complex and demanding in terms of both resources and labor. 
Although some procedural modifications of the evaluation are suggested in this work, there is a 
need for further developments that will simplify the evaluation of DFB gasifiers both in terms of 
quantifying the fuel conversion and improving the monitoring of the process. The present work 
shows how the syngas composition, expressed as the H/C-ratio and the O/C-ratio, can be used as 
indicators to detect transient behavior in a gasifier and as a valuable tool for optimizing the 
operation of a gasifier.  
The chemical efficiency of a DFB gasifier is dependent upon the fuel conversion in the reactor, 
and the main aspects to consider are the heat demand and the production of by-products, such as 
tar components. A low yield of tar is a crucial for a gasifier, as tar causes fouling of downstream 
equipment and constitutes a by-product. Therefore, it will be important in future studies to find 
ways to reduce the tar yield so as to improve the efficiency and reduce the operational costs. A 
promising approach is to use catalytic metal oxide (MeO)-based bed materials to reduce the tar 
yield, e.g., by using bauxite or olivine, although further research on catalytic bed materials is 
required. Important aspects to consider concerning bed materials are their catalytic capabilities, 
oxygen-carrying capacities, interactions with the fuel ash, cost, and environmental impacts upon 
disposal.  
The application of system integration and heat recovery is important for establishing a low heat 
demand in the gasifier, as the latter restricts the chemical efficiency of the gasifier. With a low 
heat demand in the gasification process, it becomes important to gasify part of the char. The 
important aspects of char conversion comprise the reactivity, temperature, and residence time of 
the char particles. To increase understanding of how the degree of char conversion can be 
controlled, future research should focus on how the reactivity of the char and the average 
residence time of the char particles are affected by changing the fluidization and the layout of the 
gasification reactor. A major aim of such research should be to separate the devolatilization and 
gasification processes, to increase the steam-char contacts and reduce inhibition of the 
gasification by volatile components.     
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5 NOMENCLATURE 
∆Cdaf,HTR Change in the amount of mole C from the biomass to the gas out of the HTR 
∆Hdaf,HTR Change in the amount of mole H from the biomass to the gas out of the HTR 
∆Odaf,HTR Change in the amount of mole O from the biomass to the gas out of the HTR 
C(t) Concentration of tracer particles at time t  
CHe Concentration of He in the cold gas (Vol%) 
CHiOj Average composition of biomass normalized with the mole amount of carbon 
CHkOl Average composition of a biofuel normalized with the mole amount of carbon 
Ci,cg Concentration of component i in the cold gas (Vol%) 
Ci Organic compound with j C molecules 
Ct Concentration of tar in (g/Nm3) 
CxHy Organic compounds with 2 or 3 atoms of carbon 
CzHvOw Average composition of the raw gas 
E(t) Fraction of particles out of a reactor at time t (-) 
F(t) Cumulative fraction of particles out of a reactor at time t (-) 
Hgasif Heat of reaction for the gasification reaction (MJ/kg) 
Hgas Heat of reaction for the reforming of the gas (MJ/kg) 
He,all Helium injection to the gasifier,LS1, and LS2 at the same time 
He,G Helium injection to the gasifier 
He,LS1 Helium injection to LS1 
He,LS2 Helium injection to LS2 
heff Effective heating rate (W/m2K ) 
LHVb Lower heating value of a biofuel (MJ/kg) 
LHVdaf Lower heating value of a dry-ash-free fuel (MJ/kg) 
LHVO2,ch Lower heating value of char per mass unit of O2 (MJ/kgO2) 
LHVO2,gas Lower heating value of gas per mass unit of O2 (MJ/kgO2) 
ṁbm Mass flow of bed material (kg/h) 
ṁfuel Mass flow of fuel (kg/h) 
ṁst,bed Mass flow of steam (kg/h) 
ṁst,i Mass flow of steam to i=G,LS1,LS2,all (kg/h) 
ṅC Molar flow of Carbon (mole/s) 
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ṅH Molar flow of Hydrogen (mole/s) 
ṅO Molar flow of Oxygen (mole/s) 
ṅO,add Molar flow of Oxygen added to a gasifier (mole/s) 
OC* OC with an altered composition 
P Pressure (kPa) 
Patm Atmospheric pressure (kPa) ℜ General gas constant (m3bar/mole K ) 
R0XMeO,G Oxygen-carrying capacity of a MeO material to the gasifier (kgO/kgMeO) 
t Time (s) 
T Temperature (°C) 
T̅bed Average temperature of the bed section of the gasifier (°C) 
TC Temperature in the combustion reactor (°C) 
T̅gas Average temperature of the gas in the freeboard section of the gasifier (°C) 
V̇He Volume flow of helium (m3/s) 
V̇rg Volume flow of raw gas (m3/s) 
X Degree of conversion (-) 
Xch Degree of conversion of char (-) 
Xch,max The maximum degree of char conversion in a adiabatic gasifier (-) 
Xst,i Fraction of steam entering the gasifier from i=LS1,LS2,all (-) 
Y Yields from pyrolysis (kg/kgdaf) 
YC,gas Yield of C in the cold gas from pyrolysis (kgC/kgdaf) 
YC,daf Yield of C in the cold gas from pyrolysis (kgC/kgdaf) 
u-umf Superficial fluidization velocity minus the minimum fluidization velocity (m/s) 
ABREVATIONS 
Ar Argon 
BTX Benzene, toluene and xylene 
C Elemental carbon 
C2H6 Ethane molecule 
CFB Circulating fluidized bed 
CFD Computational fluid-dynamics 
CH4 Methane molecule 
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CLR Chemical looping reforming 
CO Carbon monoxide molecule 
CO2 Carbon dioxide molecule 
DFB Dual fluidized beds 
DME Dimethyl ether 
EF Entrained flow 
FB Fluidized bed 
FID Flame ionization detector 
FT Fischer-Tropsch 
G Gasifier 
H Elemental hydrogen 
H2 Hydrogen molecule  
H2O Water molecule 
HTR High temperature reactor 
LHV Lower heating value 
LS1 Loop seal 1 
LS2 Loop seal 2 
MeO Metal-oxide material 
MeOH Methanol 
NDIR Non-dispersive infrared  
N2 Nitrogen molecule 
O Elemental oxygen 
OC Organic compounds with more than 3 carbon atoms 
SFR Steam-to-fuel ratio 
SNG Substitute natural gas 
SPA Solid phases adsorption 
WGSR Water-gas-shift reaction 
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GREEK LETTERS 
αi Mole amounts of component i to balance chemical reactions 
δbp Loss-factor related to by-products 
δhd Loss-factor related to the heat demand 
δi Loss-factor related to component i 
ηb Chemical efficiency of a biofuel (MJ/MJdaf) 
ηcg Chemical efficiency of the cold gas (MJ/MJdaf) 
ηrg Chemical efficiency of the raw gas (MJ/MJdaf) 
λ Fraction of the stoichiometric amount of oxygen (kgO,add/kgstoichiometric) 
μ Mass per kg of dry-ash-free fuel (kg/kgdaf) 
μC,b,theo Mass of C in a biofuel per mass unit of C in the dry-ash-free fuel, no losses (kgC/kgC,daf) 
μC,b Mass of C in a biofuel per mass unit of C in the dry-ash-free fuel (kgC/kgC,daf) 
μC,cg Mass C in cold gas per kg of dry-ash-free fuel (kg/kgdaf) 
μC,rg Mass C in raw gas per kg of dry-ash-free fuel (kg/kgdaf) 
μi,cg Mass of component i in cold gas per kg of dry-ash-free fuel (kg/kgdaf) 
μO Mass of oxygen added to the gasifier per kg of dry-ash-free fuel (kgO/kgdaf) 
μO2,stoiciometric Mass O2 per kg of dry-ash-free fuel required for stoichiometric combustion (kg/kgdaf) 
μOC Yield of OC per kg of dry-ash-free fuel (kg/kgdaf) 
μP Mass of purge gas added to the gasifier per kg of dry-ash-free fuel (kg/kgdaf) 
μtar Yield of tar per kg of dry-ash-free fuel (kg/kgdaf) 
ν Heat demand (MJ/MJdaf) 
νextract Required heat extraction (MJ/MJdaf) 
νint Internal heat demand (MJ/MJdaf) 
σ Fraction gas combusted by oxygen added to a gasifier (-) 
τ̅f Average residence time of the fuel (s) 
τ̅g Average residence time of the gas (s) 
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